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ABSTRACT
Multiple linear regression was used to compare the impact of proposed multiple 
component milk pricing systems with the present milk pricing system for Louisiana 
Holstein herds on DH IA. Dependent variables were milk yield, fat yield, protein 
yield, six income over feed cost pricing systems, and six product value pricing sys­
tems. Independent variables were herd, vear, and month as class variables and 18 
production variables.
Data were 16,675 herd-year-month observations of Louisiana Holsteins from 
DHIA monthly Herd Summary DHI-202 computer files. Pricing data was standard­
ized using prices form the New Orleans - Mississippi Federal Milk Marketing Order 
1094, Zone 1.
The pricing plans studied were current milk yield-fat differential pricing using 
DHIA data; current milk yield-fat differential pricing with standardized prices; Great 
Basin Federal Milk Marketing Order pricing; cheese formula pricing; milk yield-fat 
differential pricing with reduced fat differential; and milk yield-fat differential pricing 
with reduced fat differential and $.12/. 1% protein differential.
Herds had higher product value and income over feed cost than with the present 
milk yield-fat differential pricing system in all plans except the cheese formula pricing. 
Income over feed cost per day per cow was $.23 higher in reduced fat differential 
with a protein differential pricing ; $.04 higher with Great Basin pricing; and $.45 
lower with cheese formula pricing than with the present milk yield-fat differential 
pricing system.
The results suggested variables that may have a different influence under multiple 
component pricing than with present milk pricing. More silage and concentrate may
be fed under multiple component pricing, and heavier body weights would have less 
advantage over lighter weights. Days open, number of breedings for pregnant cows, 
first breeding conception rate, percent involuntary culling, and percent cows in milk 
may have enhanced value or suffer a lower penalty under multiple component pricing 
than present pricing. Variables having less value under multiple component pricing 
were dry forage, pasture quality, percent possible breedings serviced, predicted 
difference dollars, and percent cows in the breeding herd.
x i
INTRODUCTION
Milk producers in the United States have been paid on the basis of milk 
volume or weight and milkfat content for approximately 100 years. This pricing 
method has been generally accepted due to the positive relationships existing 
between fat and the other milk solids called solids-not-fat (SNF). If a producer 
was paid for an additional 1% of fat, it was accepted that he was also being com­
pensated for approximately 0.4% additional SNF.
In recent years it was recognized that the fat:SNF relationship differed 
dramatically among breeds and even could vary significantly within breeds. The 
dairy industry also began to recognize the value of SNF for its contribution to 
dairy product manufacture. Higher SNF milk yields more cheese and powdered 
milk. Concern arose that paying only a fat differential (FD), with no explicit pay­
ment for SNF or its constituents may be inequitable. Additionally, there has been 
a pronounced shift in demand for fat relative to SNF, further suggesting that pay­
ing a premium for a component that has a reduced value is inappropriate. The 
SNF component that is of most interest for explicit pricing is protein.
In the last 20 years numerous studies have examined the effects of pricing 
milk explicitly on the basis of constituents other than fat. Using more than one 
component such as fat to price producer milk has come to be known as multiple 
component pricing (MCP).
Change in milk marketing has been slow due to most milk pricing in the 
United States being set administratively by government agencies. If the free 
market was establishing values of milk components, the industry may have 
adopted MCP more widely by now. If administrative pricing is to remain viable
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into the future, it must take free market forces into consideration. With increas­
ing interest in MCP under the administered pricing system known as Federal milk 
marketing orders (FMMO), the need exists to examine the potential impact of 
MCP on milk producers in a region. There is also a need to examine the effect of 
proposed pricing methods on the management of production variables within 
herds in a region.
Accordingly, the objectives of this study of Louisiana dairy herds were:
1. Examine the existing relationships between production variables and yields of 
milk, milkfat, and protein.
2. Examine the effects of alternative milk pricing plans on revenue or product 
value (PV) and income over feed costs (IOFC).
3. Establish the relationships between PV and IOFC under alternative pricing 
plans and production variables and suggest herd management changes 
appropriate to the different pricing plans.
Rationale for Present Study
Previous studies have supported the thesis that milk producers' income could 
be changed by pricing milk components differently. Most studies were constrained 
by assumption that total payments to producers would remain the same, so that 
payment plans could be compared. The work of Kirkland (144) and Brooker 
(149) demonstrated there could indeed be a different response function for new 
price components. Brooker's work identified feeding as the way California pro­
ducers have responded to MCP. Management variables, including culling and 
breeding, may offer some additional means of adjusting to changed pricing. 
Snyder (78) suggested that rapid progress could be made in component production
where herds were not producing at their optimum. The present study was there­
fore undertaken to characterize the production of herds within a relevant geo­
graphic area, the State of Louisiana. Of interest was how production variables 
were related to milk component production in the region, and how those variables 
might be managed differently under some realistic MCP scenarios.
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Composition of Mixed Herd Milk
Milk is a complex mixture of fats, proteins, carbohydrates, minerals, vitamins 
and miscellaneous constituents dispersed in water. Table 1 lists those constituents 
with their average content and normal variations (7).








Total solids 12.8 9.3 - 17.6
Milk fat 3.7 2 .5- 6.0
Solids-nol-fat 9.1 6.8 - 11.6
Protein 3.5 2.7 - 4.8
Lactose 4.9 3.5 - 6.0
Minerals .7 .6 - .8
Source: (7), p. 6.
The average composition of milk has changed over time as feeding, breeding, and 
management have changed in response to market signals (47). The long term 
trend has been an increase in water content, and a decrease in fat and protein 
content (24, 47, 81, 83).
Establishing Milk Value
Earlier dairy scientists concerned themselves with methods of payment used 
by processors to pay producers for milk delivered. In the 1890’s Babcock (13) was 
specifically charged with developing a fast and inexpensive method of measuring 
fat. His “Babcock" test was a vital contribution because at that time much of the 
commercial milk supply was made into butter. This established an economic value
4
5for the fat, since butter contains approximately 60% fat along with water, and a 
small amount of solids-not-fat (SNF). The skim portion and buttermilk, contain­
ing most of the water and SNF were often discarded since they had such low value 
(71). Today, the value relationship of SNF versus fat has been revised. Solids- 
not-fat has increased in price more than fat as demand for low-fat products such 
as skim milk, low-fat milk, cottage cheese, and yogurt has increased (23, 47). The 
relative value of fat has declined steadily as its per capita consumption has 
declined over the last forty years. In Summer 1990, the market value of fat in 
butter was even less than the administered price of the fat from which it was 
made. This phenomenon demonstrated that the market value for butter was 
weak, and the administered pricing system was not able to properly reflect true 
value. The incident prom pted calls for a change in the butterfat differential (FD) 
of Federal milk marketing orders (FMMO) (52, 85). On November 9, 1990 the 
U.S. Secretary of Agriculture issued an order (84) for use of a new method of cal­
culating the FD. The order had the effect of lowering FD and became effective 
January 1, 1991.
Government Involvement in Milk Pricing
Federal dairy programs have played an important role in the pricing and 
marketing of milk and dairy products. The basic price support and import control 
programs established by the Agricultural Act of 1949 remained nearly unchanged 
until 1981. Some changes occurring since 1981 were aimed at addressing the prob­
lems of excess milk supplies. The Agricultural Marketing Agreement Act of 1937 
provided for classified pricing and revenue pooling in fluid milk markets under 
FMMO (20).
6The relevance of the complex milk pricing legislation is that virtually all milk 
producers in the U.S. receive a price for milk sold that is either directly admin­
istered or at least indirectly affected by these Federal programs. The price support 
program puts a floor or support price under milk used to manufacture butter, non­
fat dry milk, and cheese in Minnesota and Wisconsin. When the market price 
paid by processors to producers is below the support price in those two states, the 
Federal government buys butter, nonfat dry milk, and cheese in quantities 
sufficient to raise the raw milk prices paid to fanners to some legislated support 
price. The average of prices paid for this manufacturing grade milk is then used 
as a base price to establish prices for all milk in FMMO. Minimum prices must be
paid by processors to milk producers for Grade A milk in markets where produc­
ers have elected to come under FMMO. On January 1, 1990 there were 41 FMMO 
regulating approximately 70% of all milk and 80% of all Grade A milk sold to pro­
cessors and dealers (20). The classified pricing provision of FMMO means milk is 
priced differently according to how it is used in the processing plant. Milk used 
for fluid products is designated Class 1. Class II milk is used for soft products
including fluid cream, ice cream, cottage cheese, and yogurt. Class III milk is
used for hard products including cheese, butter, and nonfat dry milk. Minimum 
class prices are set for each of the 41 FMMO based on a specific relationship to 
the Minnesota and Wisconsin (MW) price, so they automatically reflect changes in 
support price when market prices are at or below the support level. Class I 
minimum prices are set by adding a Class I or location differential (C1D) to the 
MW price. Each FMMO is divided into numbered zones with each zone having a 
unique location differential which is based on distance from Eau Claire, Wiscon­
sin. Classes II and III are usually priced in all FMMO at the same price as the
MW price. The pooling provision of FMMO means that ail revenue within a 
specific FMMO is combined and a single uniform price (UP) is paid to all produc­
ers selling in that market.
There are two FMMO regulating Grade A raw milk prices in Louisiana, the 
Greater Louisiana Order Number 1096 with three location differential price zones 
and the New Orleans-Mississippi Order Number 1094 with eight location 
differential price zones. The market administrator issues an announcement on the 
fifth day of each month of prices to be paid to producers for milk delivered the 
previous m onth. Included in the announcement are the uniform price, a weighted 
average price for milk utilized in the three utilization classes, the butterfat 
differential (FD ), and the prices for Class I, II and III. All prices are in J/45.4 kg. 
The FD is based on the Chicago price of butter in $/.454 kg times an overrun 
allowance of .115. The FD is used to adjust milk value by adding or subtracting 
the FD for each .1% fat content is above or below 3.5%, respectively. If the UP 
is $14 $/45.4 kg and the FD is $.15, a producer delivering 45.4 kg of milk averaging 
3.6% would receive $14.00 + $.15 or $14.15. This present system is used in most 
FMMO and is subsequently referred to the milk yield-fat differential pricing (MFP) 
system (20, 82).
Multiple Component Pricing
Government administered pricing of milk continues to use milk weight and a 
fat differential as the primary means of estabhshing milk value. Ample evidence 
exists that this method does not adequately represent market values for the com­
ponents of milk nor does it send the correct signals to producers to adjust com­
ponent production to meet consumers’ wants. In unregulated milk markets, the
marketplace has already instituted pricing that is based on the value of more than 
one component such as fat and protein or fat and SNF. Such pricing systems are 
known as multiple component pricing (MCP), and support exists for incorporating 
MCP into FMMO (18).
One of the earliest efforts to use MCP to pay for milk was a fat and SNF pay­
ment plan undertaken by Froker and Hardin in 1942 (22). This plan used 
Jacobson’s (36) average positive relationship between fat and SNF of .1% change 
in fat % being accompanied by a .04% change in SNF. Component pricing on the 
basis of fat .done would be no problem if this fat:SNF ratio were exact. Hargrove 
(29) found fat level to be a rather poor indicator of protein level. Other research­
ers (30, 64, 70) have estimated variations in the relationship of fat and SNF.
Jacobson and Walker (37) described how producer payments based only on 
fat differences may be inequitable. Producers with relatively high SNF were under­
compensated and producers of low SNF were overcompensated. Whitaker (87) 
also demonstrated that single component payment was inequitable because fat and 
nonfat components were not produced in fixed proportions.
A number of authors (6, 8, 45) have estimated the value of milk components 
in manufactured products. Component values varied depending on end product, 
and it was established that additional SNF or protein in milk had added value. 
Hillers et al. (34) derived values for protein in milk used to manufacture hard 
cheese, nonfat dry milk, and cottage cheese, and for fat in hard cheese and 
butter. They suggested such derived values could be used in MCP by weighting 
each value by the proportion of the milk supply used for that product.
9Reports from the dairy industry indicated satisfaction with use of MCP, espe­
cially in the cheese processing sector (54, 60). Industry observers claimed interest 
in the Jersey breed picked up because large numbers of cheese plants were paying 
for extra protein. Producers claimed protein pay plans boosted pay prices by 
$2.00 /45.4 kg, and this translated into higher cow values (61). Zurborg (91) 
reported the success of MCP implemented in 1973 in the milk producer coopera­
tive he headed. The stated goals of paying a differential for fat content were:
1. To treat milk producers equitably.
2. To improve the economic signal to producers to produce components being 
demanded by consumers presently and for the future.
3. To improve flavor of fluid milk by increasing the solids content.
4. To improve yields of manufactured products.
5. To improve value of milk in the Minnesota-Wisconsin base area, thereby 
increasing prices to all dairy farmers.
6. To improve milk quality by reducing the incentive producers may have to add 
water to milk.
California has had a multiple component pricing system under a state order 
since 1962 along with higher solids standards than the rest of the U.S. The pro­
gram was considered successful by many in the California dairy industry (23).
On April 1, 1988 the Great Basin Federal Milk Marketing Order implemented
a multiple component pricing plan for Class II and Class III milk (1, 55). Based
on 1987 data, 51.6% of all Federal milk marketing order producers and 48.1% of 
all Federal order milk was eligible for component pricing. Eligible meant that
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payment could be made upon two or more components if quality standards were 
met (56).
As of August 1, 1990 interest in MCP was widespread {18, 23) and several 
large cooperatives had implemented or were implementing payment for protein 
content of milk (personal communications; T. Hickerson, Associated Milk Pro­
ducers, Inc.; and R. Nance, Mid-America Dairymen, Inc.).
An early obstacle to development of MCP systems was lack of suitable tests 
for SNF or protein but currently, adequate testing methods are available (54). A 
long debate has taken place over whether to price SNF or protein. Brog (8) 
showed that a fat-protein pricing system was superior to fat-SNF and four other 
plans in explanatory ability when compared to a tri-component academic model. 
Johnson (38) stated that a protein price or price differential was preferable to pric­
ing SNF because:
a) Protein varies more than SNF, lactose, and minerals.
b) Protein is more valuable in cheese manufacturing and in skim milk powder 
than lactose or minerals.
c) Protein is nutritionally more important and is held in higher regard than lac­
tose.
d) More accurate and less expensive tests are available for protein than SNF.
e) Protein content can be affected more by breeding and culling than lactose or 
minerals.
f) Protein is more adaptable to input-output monitoring through plants than 
SNF.
1 1
He suggested an MCP that would price milk fat at 11.5% of the Chicago butter 
price for each .1% fat, price protein at 3 cents for each .1% with future upward 
adjustment, and apply the residual value to fluid carrier to keep overall prices for 
average milk unchanged.
Johnson (38) pointed out potential complications for handlers because pro­
tein and SNF are not readily separable. Additionally, values of components differ 
in different uses.
Smith and Snyder (75) pointed out it is more straightforward to apply 
differentials to protein than SNF because protein is the only component of SNF 
that varies significantly. Protein is also more highly regarded than lactose, the 
other major SNF constituent, and is probably more salable through promotion 
and advertising. Testing methods for protein are more accurate and less expensive 
than those for SNF.
Young et al. (89) studied production and consumption of milk components 
concluding that lactose production exceeded consumption. They recommended 
protein be priced rather than SNF to encourage protein but not SNF production. 
They also recommended using fat and protein differentials according to how the 
milk is used.
The Dairy Herd Improvement Association (DH IA ) routinely offers protein as 
well as fat testing. Dairy bulls are also being measured for their transmitting ability 
of milk protein production (57). In summary, the debate over whether to use pro­
tein or SNF in MCP seems to have been won by protein.
Keller and Allaire (39) recommended payment plans that explicitly priced 
component yield or weight rather than using differentials to adjust for component
12
percentage. They stated that paying per pound of fat or protein would clarify 
market signals to breeding programs.
Studies o f Impacts of Multiple Component Pricing Systems
A number of approaches have been used to evaluate the impact upon milk 
producers of adopting a multiple component pricing system. Early studies focused 
on how payments to producers would be redistributed, assuming unchanged total 
payout. More recent studies focused on whether efficiency gains were achievable 
through changing inputs or management. Efficiency gains would mean that com­
ponent production could be adjusted in response to appropriate price signals.
Hillers et al. (33) studied the distribution of money to producers from a fixed 
money pool using seventeen pricing arrangements. In six of the plans the total 
value of milk was accounted for by fat and protein or SNF differentials. All other 
systems gave a value to the fluid carrier in addition to fat and protein or SNF. 
Maintaining the base fat differential of $.083 and adding value to another com­
ponent, favored producers of high fat milk over producers of low fat milk. High 
value on fluid carrier favored producers of milk containing less than 4% fat. 
Lowering the fat differential to $.065 and giving SNF a value favored producers of 
low fat milk. Lowering fat differential further to $.045 favored producers of low 
fat milk except for the system that accounted for total milk value in fat and pro­
tein content. Hillers et al. found that adding value to the protein component 
caused more differentiation in price than valuing SNF. This work demonstrated 
that it was feasible to alter producer milk prices based on multiple milk com­
ponents.
The positive relationship between fat and protein percent in milk is very evi­
dent when observing breed differences in those components in Table 2. These 
breed differences raise the question of how money paid for milk will be redistri­
buted among the various breeds. The usual hypothesis is that Jersey and 
Guernsey herds would benefit and Holstein herds would receive lower payments 
under MCP. Snyder (78) studied the effects of several MCP systems on milk pay­
ments to producers with herds of the five major dairy breeds in Pennsylvania. The 
Dairy Herd Improvement (DHI) testing program in Pennsylvania began measuring 
protein content of milk in August 1972 in addition to measuring milk yield and fat 
content. Monthly component and yield values for 1973 and 1974 were used to 
study the impact of several MCP plans on herd income. Two major assumptions 
of the study were that herd management and total monthly pool income would 
remain unchanged. The payment plan included the conventional milk yield-fat 
differential plan, fat and protein differentials applied to a base yield with 25 price 
combinations, two academic plans, one that included protein in a fat differential 
and one that included protein in a total differential; and a modified California plan 
based on SNF values estimated from protein tests. Results of the modified 
California plan showed 22.5% of Holstein herds actually gained under the plan 
and the average difference between this and conventional milk yield-fat differential 
pricing was a negative $.08. The two academic models, while not likely to be 
used, were of interest because they showed discrimination against Jersey and 
Guernsey herds. The phenomenon was apparently due to Holsteins having the 
highest protein to fat ratio. Also noteworthy was that this study contained a lower 
proportion of Holsteins to other breeds than was found in the national herds.
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TABLE 2 . Milk, fat, and protein averages of cow herds on NCDHIP* testing, 
1988.
Breed Milk Fat Protein Protein :Fat
(kg) (%) (%) (ratio)
Ayshire 6,064 3.92 3.38 .86
Brown Swiss 6,435 4.04 3.56 .88
Guernsey 5,616 4.59 3.57 .78
Holstein 7,836 3.66 3.19 .87
Jersey 5,393 4.78 3.79 .79
1 NCDHIP -  National Cooperative Dairy Herd Improvement Program 
Source: (88).
Therefore Snyder (78) surmised that nationally, Holstein herds may be even less 
adversely affected than in his study.
Results of the 25 generalized fat and protein differential plans follow. 
Because Ayshire herds were very near average in component production, approxi­
mately equal numbers of herds had positive or negative differences in income, and 
mean differences were quite small. For Holstein herds at the low fat differential of 
$.04, 20 to 80% of the herds had positive differences from the base system, 
depending on the level of the protein differential. When the more realistic fat 
differential of $.08 was used, there were nearly zero Holstein herds with positive 
differences. Even though Holsteins had a higher ratio of protein to fat, price lev­
els were not drastic enough to favor Holsteins, or the high proportion of non- 
Holsteins skewed the results toward other breeds or both. Guersney and Jersey 
herds changed in about the same pattern across payment models, and they were
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more affected by variations in fat differential than protein differential. Also, the 
absolute effects of both fat and protein differentials were greater for both breeds 
than for Holstein herds. Brown Swiss herds had consistent positive differences 
from the base plan. Jersey herds had increased income of 4.2% while Holstein 
herds had decreased income of 1 .2 %.
Snyder (78) concluded that income redistribution would not put herds of any 
breed out of business. Whereas breeds other than Holstein benefited under cer­
tain plans, Holsteins made gains when fat differentials were lowered. Snyder 
pointed out that breeding could increase protein output in the long run. He also 
suggested there was skepticism toward feeding for more protein. Even so, feeding 
and management practices may be useful in keeping a herd at the genetic potential 
for protein production. If herds are not presently operating at optimal protein pro­
duction, management changes may allow immediate increases in protein yield.
Based on the work of Snyder (78), Smith and Snyder (75) inferred that Hol­
stein owners need not have great apprehension about the effect of protein 
differentials. It is possible that demand for protein can expand so that when MCP 
is adopted, herds could receive a premium for extra protein with no explicit 
penalty to low protein herds compared to conventional milk yield-fat differential 
pricing. Essentially, it is possible that forcing a redistribution of a fixed pool of 
money would not necessarily be the appropriate method of rewarding protein pro­
duction.
Hillers et al. (32) studied the effects of three pricing systems including con­
ventional milk yield-fat differential pricing, a fat and protein differential plan, and 
a fat and protein differential plan using the Froker-Hardin system of estimating
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protein from fat content. The study found similar seasonal trends in protein and 
fat content, and protein variation was not as pronounced as fat variation. Varia­
tion in fat content accounted for greater than 60% of protein variation. Absolute 
differences between the fat and protein system and the Froker-Hardin system were 
less than between fat and protein and milk yield-fat differential systems, indicating 
the Froker-Hardin system more accurately compensated producers than the milk 
yield-fat differential system. Differences in protein content of milk of the same fat 
content caused significant differences in payments between the Froker-Hardin sys­
tem and the fat-protein system. This indicated sizable economic error from 
assuming all milk of a given fat content had the same protein content. The study 
concluded that the present milk yield-fat differential system over-compensated pro­
ducers of lowfat milk and under-compensated producers of high fat content milk 
when compared to the fat-protein pricing system.
Gruebele (25) used multiple linear regression to study the effects of eleven 
production variables on SNF production in California herds. Dependent variables 
that were significant (F<.05) were milk percent, season of year, breed, protein 
percent and feeding program. Nonsignificant variables were production per cow, 
herd size and days in milk. Noteworthy were the nonsignificant relationships 
between SNF and milk production because Smith et al. (74). had found a negative 
correlation between kilograms of milk and percent SNF. Regression coefficients 
had the expected signs and R2 was .74 and significant (P<.05). Solids-not-fat pro­
duction was significantly (£*<.05) lower in pad feeding than in mill feeding. One 
difference between the feeding systems was that pad feeding included whole cot­
tonseed meal. A second regression model used production per cow as the depen­
dent variable and alt the other variables including SNF were independent. A
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significant negative relationship was found between fat percent and production per 
cow, between stage of lactation and production per cow and between protein per­
cent and production per cow.
In a second study, Gruebele (26) classified herds in a dairy cooperative by 
size, management ability and feeding program, and examined the impact of chang­
ing from the California pricing systems to two other MPC pricing systems and to 
two milk yield-fat differential systems similar to that used in the rest of the U.S. 
All the plans kept total pool revenue the same except the Minnesota-Wisconsin 
pricing plan which generated lower revenue. The MW plan was favored by none 
of the groupings of producers. The preference ranking for producers with various 
characteristics is reported in Table 3. The study also employed multiple regression 
analyses to determine which variables were related to differences between alterna­
tive and the California pricing systems. The production or milk yield variable was 
significant (P<.05) in all models and was positive in only the milkfat-skim plan. 
This meant higher production favored this plan while lower production was 
favored by other plans. The variable excellent management was negative and 
significant (P<.05) in the protein and cheese formula model, meaning these two 
plans did not favor excellent managers. Winter and Spring months were 
significant (P<.05) and negative in all but the milkfat-skim plan. Summer months 
was significant and negative in the MW plan, and significant and positive in the 
protein and milkfat-skim plans. Pad feeding and combination pad and mill feed­
ing were significant and positive (P<.05) only in the cheese pricing plan. The 
dummy variable for Holstein breed was significant and negative only in the protein 
pricing plan. Fat and protein percentages were significant (P<.05) and positive in 
all models where they were reported.
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TABLE 3. Preferences for pricing systems of 
managem ent quality, and feeding program .
producers grouped by size,
Producer characteristics Ranking
( 1 ) (2 ) (3) (4) (5)
15 Largest Producers Fat-skim Ca Cheese Protein MW
15 Smallest Producers Pro Cheese Ca Fat-skim MW
Excellent Managers Fat-skim Ca Cheese Pro MW
Average Managers Cheese Pro Ca Fat-skim MW
Below Average Managers Pro Cheese Ca Fat skim MW
Poor Managers Pro Fat-skim Ca Cheese MW
Mill Feeders Pro Ca Fat-skim Cheese MW
Combination Ca Cheese Fat-skim Pro MW
Pad Feeders Cheese Fat-skim Ca Pro MW
Source: (26).
MW -  Pricing plan applying milk fat and skim values from the
Minnesota-Wisconsin price series to the California payment sys­
tem. Pool value less than other systems.
Ca -  The California plan of pricing fat and SNF.
Cheese -  A cheese formula of C .A . Ernstroro to value fat and protein.
Pro -  Fat and protein were explicitly priced.
Fat-skim -  Same procedure as under FMMO except California pool value
remained same.
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There are some important points to be made about Gruebele’s (26) study 
relative to prior studies. One is that his study compared proposed MCP plans to 
the California plan which is itself a multiple component pricing plan. He utilized 
multiple regression to determine which variables were important among various 
pricing systems. His results suggested that a number of managerial strategies may 
undergo change that may differ for different pricing scenarios. Gruebele’s work 
raised the question studied in this report of which production variables continu­
ously monitored by the DHI record keeping program might undergo change under 
MCP in a particular geographic region.
Schmidt and Pritchard (69) used an electronic spreadsheet budgeting program 
to compare income over feed and variable costs among herds at breed average 
performance under different milk pricing systems, and to determine the milk yields 
non-Holstein breeds would need to be economically competitive with breed- 
average Holsteins. Production variables such as milk yield and body weight were 
standardized averages for the respective breeds. The effects of three milk prices, 
two feed prices and four protein differentials were tabulated for six dairy breeds. 
Holsteins most often had higher income over feed and variable costs than the five 
other breeds in both protein differential pricing and cheese yield pricing. Non- 
Holsteins were more competitive at lower milk prices and in many cases had 
higher returns than Holsteins when milk prices were $9.00 Z45.4 kg. As protein 
differentials increased, non-Holsteins became more profitable and more competi­
tive with H"(steins. As feed price increased non-Holsteins became more competi­
tive with Holsteins. Cheese yield pricing yielded approximately $100 lower income 
over feed and variable costs than with any protein differential scale.
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The only valid comparison of protein differential pricing and cheese yield 
pricing was made with $12 /45.4 kg milk price and $1.15 /.454 kg cheese price. At 
these price levels protein differential pricing was superior to cheese yield pricing in 
all cases except where the protein differential was $.03 /45.4 kg milk per . 1 % pro­
tein. Differences in culling rates were evaluated using 34% for all breeds and 
different rates by breed. Data from the Dairy Records Processing Center, Raleigh, 
NC indicated lower percentages of cows leaving herds for non-dairy reasons (invo­
luntary culling). For Holsteins at 34% culling rate, income over feed and variable 
cost was $8 8 8 , and at 28% it was $920 /cow per year. Lowering culling rate 
increased income over feed and variable costs for all breeds.
The study by Schmidt and Pritchard (69) was an effort to assess effects of 
MCP on different breeds not only from the income side but also from the expense 
side. This study utilized breed averages and standardized values for many of the 
variables used. A need yet exists to bring a similar assessment of income and 
costs to the individual herd level. A lso, this study did not make any accounting 
for a potential economic response or change in management strategies that might 
result from adopting a particular pricing change.
Kirkland (44) recognized that earlier studies of multiple component pricing 
systems had not accounted for potential responses of profit maximizing producers 
to the new component prices. Production of milk, milkfat, SNF and fluid carrier 
(FL) were simulated in a nonlinear programming model under multiple component 
pricing and milk yield-fat differential pricing (MFP). The modeled inputs were 32 
feeds contributing total dry matter (DM), crude protein (CP), total digestible 
nutrients (TDN), and acid detergent fiber (ADF) to the production of milk
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components. The model simulated each of eleven 28 day periods per lactation 
accounting for stage of lactation and body weight in one through five lactations. 
The milk yield-fat differential system prices were from the Puget Sound Federal 
Milk Marketing Order. The implicit prices determined for fat, SNF, and FL were 
$.29705, $.12705, and $.12705 /.454 kg, respectively. The multiple component 
pricing systems used milk and milkfat prices from the Puget Sound Order and 
SNF price from the California market. The fat, SNF, and FL values used in the 
model were $1.70, $.80, and $.00444 /.454 kg, respectively, based on milk of 3.5% 
fat, 8.7% SNF, and 87.8% FL. Total revenue, feed costs, returns over feed costs, 
and component yields and percentages were calculated. The two pricing systems 
had different response functions. Feed components and feed costs was higher in 
all lactations and yield of milk components were higher with MCP. Returns over 
feed costs were higher in lactations 1, 2, and 5 for MFP and higher in lactations 3 
and 4 for MCP.
A production function was formulated for a 100 cow herd using 4 pricing 
scenarios. In addition to the MFP and original MCP systems the herd simulation 
compared two other MCP scenarios. In one, the blend price was towered to $12 
/45.4 kg, and fat price was reduced from $1.70 to $1.3286 /.454 kg. In the other, 
the $13.30 /45.4 kg blend price was held constant and fat price dropped to $.65 
/.454 kg and price of SNF was raised from $.80 to $1.2224 /.454 kg. Returns over 
feed costs were highest for the MFP system but the differences were small. The 
smallest difference was between MFP and the original MCP, and the largest 
difference was between MFP and MCP where blend price was allowed to drop. 
More milk and milk components were produced in all MCP than in MFP. MFP 
plans had slightly lower FL percentages, slightly higher fat percentage and the
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same SNF levels. These results were logical in that every MCP plan put a much 
higher value on fat and SNF than the MFP plans. However, component percen­
tages changed very little for the large price changes.
Price elasticity of supply and cross elasticities were calculated for a reduction 
in blend price and fat price for five lactations and for reduction in SNF price for 
third lactation cows. The elasticities of fat and cross elasticities with SNF and FL 
were found to be very inelastic, ranging from .038 to .072 for fat in all lactations 
and .002 for SNF in third lactations. This indicated that within the price ranges 
studied, milk component levels cannot be changed very much by price incentives.
Kirkland (44) concluded that Holsteins have a potentially different supply 
response under MCP although differences in component yields and percentages 
were small for the price changes studied. Mature cows in later lactations may be 
more profitable with MCP suggesting possible changes in culling strategy. Fourth 
and fifth lactation cows may be retained more readily with MCP. Feed rations 
may be substantially different under MCP. Feed levels and feed components may 
be higher, but the types of feeds would not necessarily be different. Feeding may 
differ for cows in different lactations. Producers with Holstein herds need not be 
overly concerned about MCP since a potential decrease in profits would not be as 
substantial as expected. Milk component response to price change was small. 
Milkfat responded more readily than other com ponents, but a reduction in milkfat 
price also reduced production of SNF.
A similar study using protein instead of SNF as the explicit pricing variable 
would be of interest. Kirkland (44) found SNF production to be very insensitive 
to price change. Solids-not-fat is composed of approximately 54% lactose, 38%
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protein, and 8 % minerals. Lactose is the most uniform component of milk and 
whereas protein does not vary as readily as milkfat, it is considerably more vari­
able than lactose. Since protein is the component of most interest, knowing how 
it responds to MCP would be useful.
Whereas Kirkland (44) used a simulation to model feeding controls in an 
MCP setting, Brooker (9) used actual California data under MCP to estimate the 
influence of both feeding and breeding controls. The study employed ordinary 
least squares analysis of aggregate annual time series, cross section observations 
(1971 to 1981) from marketing areas in California. Whereas Kirkland assumed 
production of milk components was “joint production,” Brooker assumed milk to 
be a heterogeneous commodity with the technology of production defined by the 
characteristics of input and output flows. Brooker sought to estimate the “inputs 
fixed” elasticity of transformation between the proportion of fat and SNF in milk. 
Also estimated was the effect of input level changes on milk composition. Results 
showed that composition of milk had not been significantly influenced by genetic 
controls and had been influenced by changes in input (feed) levels. Dry roughage 
as a percentage of TDN and cows per unit of milk were significant (Pc.O l), wet 
roughage as a percentage of TDN and concentrate as a percentage of TDN were 
significant at P<.10, and TDN per unit of milk and the component price ratio 
were not significantly different from zero. The significant values indicated the vari­
able was positively related to the ratio of SNF to fat at mean values.
Relationships of Feeding Variables to Milk, Fat, and Protein Yield
The feeding variables that were relevant to this dissertation research were the 
average concentrates, silage, and dry forage fed per day per cow and average
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pasture quality. Concentrates include high energy or protein, low fiber feeds such 
as grains and protein supplements. Silage is a medium moisture forage usually 
made from finely chopped corn stalks and grain that have been fermented for 
preservation. Dry forage refers to hay and other dry forage crops that have 85 to 
90% dry matter (DM). Pasture quality codes of 1  to 14 are an estimate of the kilo­
grams of total digestible nutrients (TDN) consumed per cow per 454 kg body 
weight considering quality and time of grazing (7).
Researchers (5, 17, 19, 48, 90) have varied the concentrate or energy content 
of dairy rations to determine the impact on milk and milk component production. 
Cragle et al. (12) reviewed 27 published reports dealing with forage to concentrate 
ratios. From a total of 1105 cows from 22 trials representing 97 dietary treatments, 
cows fed 59% concentrate in the ration produced an average of 11% more milk, 
13% more protein, 3% more milkfat, and 11% more lactose than cows fed 49% 
concentrate. Eighty-five percent of the increase was attributed to increased milk 
yield, and 15% was attributed to an increase in protein percentage. Cows fed 59% 
concentrate consumed an average of 7% more DM and 19% more CP than cows 
fed 49% concentrate.
In a recent study Tessmann et al. (80) varied foragexoncentrate ratios from 
38.2% to 98.2% forage fed to primiparous and multiparous Holstein cows. Milk 
production and persistency decreased significantly (P<.05) as forage increased in 
the diet. Milkfat percentages were significantly decreased in the lowest forage diet 
for multiparous cows, and there was no significant milkfat depression as concen­
trate amounts increased. Protein percentages declined as forage increased in the 
diet, especially for primiparous cows.
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These reports generally agree with prior studies that feeding a balanced diet 
of 60% concentrate and 40% forage results in the highest energy intake milk pro­
duction, and energy output in milk. Feeding more than 60% concentrate usually 
lowers milkfat percentage and yield and may raise protein percentage and yield 
slightly.
Given the feed measurements available for the present research, the issue of 
forage concentrate ratio is the most relevant one to review. Numerous studies 
exist that address the issue of component production response to feeding. Many 
reports cannot attribute results exclusively to particular inputs, and there are too 
many to include in this report.
Relationships o f Calving Interval Variables to Milk, Fat, and Protein Yield
Economic returns are dependent upon milk production which is dependent 
on reproductive activity. Indeed, if reproduction did not take place, no milk pro­
duction would be forthcoming. Reproductive efficiency has an effect on milk pro­
duction and profitability and must be considered in any effort to maximize 
economic performance. An important measure of reproductive performance is 
the calving interval (C l), which is the time in days from the birth of a calf to the 
next calf birth. Long Cl tend to reduce production per cow as measured by day of 
life. Fewer calves are born and, increased culling is often the solution to infertility 
problems. Replacement costs are increased and the potential for genetic gain in 
milk production is reduced. More involuntary culling may result in a younger aver­
age age, thus lowering production per cow. Infertility also increases breeding and 
veterinary costs and labor costs. Calving age and season may not be optimum for 
economic production when there are fertility problems (27, 85).
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High production has been associated with poor reproductive performance 
and some authors (4, 21, 28, 31, 49, 53, 62, 67, 72) reported that the problem had 
worsened with genetic progress for milk yield. Infertility can be due to environ­
mental or genetic reasons or both, and the same studies found heritability of 
reproductive traits to be generally below .05. Low heritability suggests selection 
for fertility may not offer much, but some authors have suggested evaluating sires 
for reproductive efficiency so selection might slow the decline in fertility due to 
correlated response from selection for high production (31, 49, 72).
Authors differ on the level of genetic correlation between production and fer­
tility traits. Raheja et al. (62) concluded that genetic correlation was close to zero 
indicating no antagonism between production and fertility. Selection for produc­
tion then would produce minimal correlated response in fertility traits. Others 
suggested that there is antagonism between production and fertility (4, 21, 31, 49, 
67, 72).
Three of the much studied measures of reproductive performance are days 
open (DO ), days dry (DD), and days to first breeding(DFB). These fertility meas­
ures are related in that they all contribute to a portion of the Cl and are frequently 
evaluated simultaneously.
Average Days Open
Days open is the number of days from a cow’s most recent calving date to 
the latest reported breeding date. Cows that have been in milk for 60 d or more 
and are not bred have DO computed from the most recent calving to the date of 
DHIA testing (46). Days open is a measure o f reproductive efficiency and can be 
an indicator of fertility and estrus detection problems. Average DO of less than
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85 d indicates cows are being bred too early in lactation. Some cows likely would 
have been bred earlier than 45 d postpartum, and this significantly decreases milk 
production. The optimum level of DO is 85 to 120 d and over 145 DO indicates a 
severe problem exists in getting cows bred (84). Loss estimates for DO greater 
than 90 d ranged from $1.50 to $5.00 / d per cow making DO the most important 
bottom-line indicator of reproductive efficiency (27).
Loss estimates are often based on 85 d open plus 280 d gestation yielding a 
Cl of 365 d. Reyes et al. (63) did not find an income penalty by extending C l to
15 mo when feeding management decisions were made early in lactation. Hol-
mann et al. (35) estimated IOFC by a budgeting simulation of a Holstein herd and 
found an increase in IOFC ot $.21 to $.40 id  open in extending Cl from 12 to 13 
mo. Negative values of -$.04 to -$.23 / d open were achieved in extending from 13 
to 15 mo Cl. The authors did not imply that Cl should be ignored, but suggested
13 mo Cl as close to optimal. They further suggested that as long as a 60 d dry
period was provided, cows producing positive IOFC per day could economically 
continue lactation.
Schmidt (6 8 ) used a micro-computer spreadsheet budgeting procedure to 
evaluate income over feed and variable costs (IOFVC) for various milk yields, cul­
ling strategies and Cl. With age as the culling strategy, a 0 to $.13 IOFVC loss per 
day increase in calving interval resulted from extending C l to 13 mo from 12 mo. 
Extending Cl to 14 mo from 12 mo resulted in an IOFVC loss of $.10 to $.71 id 
per cow. The 15 month Cl lost from $.18 to $.60 IOFVC per day per cow com­
pared to 12 mo. The 6 6  and 78 mo culling ages experienced the greatest losses, in 
part due to reduction in number of lifetime calves per cow. When culling on the
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basis of number of lactations, increasing Cl from 12 to 15 mo resulted in increased 
IOFVC per day per cow. Milk price changes caused little change in IOFVC 
between 1 2  and 13 mo C l. The IOFVC loss was greater for the higher milk prices 
in 14 and 15 mo Cl compared to 12 mo. High feed costs resulted in negative 
IOFVC values. Increasing Cl from 12 to 13 mo again resulted in little loss of 
IOFVC. Loss per day was smaller with high feed costs than with low feed costs. 
This study concluded that 12 and 13 mo Cl had nearly the same IOFVC, and 
losses for each additional day of 14 and 15 mo calving intervals were not nearly as 
high as the often quoted figures of $ 2  to 53 /d  open.
A major explanation for decreased milk, fat, and protein yields as lactation 
progresses and C l get longer is the effect of the growing fetus. Keown and Everett 
(41) measured the days Holstein cows carried calves (DCC) and found that milk, 
fat, and protein all declined with increasing DCC. The yield losses peaked 
between 191 and 230 DCC and subsequently moderated. Protein yield was less 
affected by DCC than the other traits, and both fat and protein yields were more 
persistent than milk yield. A 51 to 60 d dry period was considered optimum 
because the rate of increase in milk yield began to decline above this level.
Average Days Dry
Dry days refers to a period from the last day of milking in one lactation to 
the resumption of milk secretion at the next calving. Days dry is a component of 
the calving interval measure and is important to optimum economic return.
Second and later lactation cows are included in the calculation of average 
number of DD for the last completed dry period for all cows in DHIA herds. 
The optimum dry period is 50 to 60 d because cows with less than 40 d dry or
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more than 70 dry days tend to produce less milk during the next lactation (46). 
Dias and Allaire (15) reported that cows with short Cl did better with longer dry 
periods and those with long calving intervals needed shorter dry periods. Younger 
cows needed longer dry periods than older cows. Cows producing 19 kg milk per 
day at 1 0 0  d before calving performed best in the next lactation if they had slightly 
longer dry periods while lower producers did best with shorter dry periods,
Schaeffer and Henderson (67) found older cows had longer previous DD 
than younger cows, and differences were greater in the second lactation. Cows 
calving in spring months had longer dry periods than cows calving in summer. 
High producing cows had shorter DD than low producing cows. Cows that sur­
vive another lactation are more likely to be those with longer DD. Dry periods of 
50 to 59 DD gave the highest average production in subsequent lactations. Pheno­
typic correlation between DD and the following DO were .01, -.05 and -.03 for 
second, third and later lactations, respectively. This reflected no relationship 
between DD and subsequent DO.
Average Days to First Breeding
Average days of first breeding (DFB) is calculated as average DO to first ser­
vice of all cows in the current breeding herd. This value is dependent on the 
desired number of DO before breeding and the percent possible breedings that 
were serviced (46). If DFB was less than 22 d over the desired number of DO 
before breeding, there was no problem detecting early estrus. If 30 to 35 d over 
the goal, at least one estrus on about half the cows was being missed. If 40 to 45 
d over the goal, an average one heat per cow was being missed (27). If desired 
first breeding goat was at 60 DO, adding 22 or 45 d would mean DFB of 82 or 105.
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A number of authors (21, 28, 31, 49, 53, 62, 72) have estimated the pheno­
typic correlations between fertility traits and production traits and between 
different fertility traits. Mantysaari and Van Vleck (49) found unfavorable pheno­
typic correlations between fertility and production. Phenotypic correlation 
between DFB and fat-corrected milk (FCM) averaged .165, and between DO and 
FCM correlations averaged .29. Phenotypic correlation between DFB and DO was 
.47.
Seykora and McDaniel (72) found phenotypic correlation between 305 d milk 
yield and DO to be .27, with the same correlation between FCM and DO. Corre­
lations of DO with DO adjusted FCM and DO adjusted milk yield were both -.01. 
Correlation between DO and fat yield was .25.
Hansen et al. (28) gave phenotypic correlations for several fertility and pro­
duction traits within first, second and third parity lactations. There was substan­
tial difference between correlations of fertility and between partial yield traits and 
fertility and complete lactation yield. In first parity, correlations with 305 d milk 
yield were .17 for DFB, .25 for DO maximized at 150 d, and .23 for DO maxim­
ized at 305 d. Complete lactation correlations were .43, .59, and .6 8 , respectively. 
Subsequent parities had higher correlations for partial yields and lower correla­
tions for complete lactation yields. The complete lactation yield was more highly 
correlated because poor fertility caused the long lactations. Correlations increased 
to the degree gestation was given an opportunity to influence yield.
Hermas et al. (31) found phenotypic correlations between productive and 
reproductive traits to be moderate and positive except conception rate and age at 
first calving were near zero. Correlations of DFB with mature equivalent (ME)
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milk and ME fat were .20 and .18, respectively. Correlation of DO with ME milk 
was .19, and DO correlation with ME fat was .17.
Faust et al. (21) concluded phenotypic relationships to be antagonistic 
between FCM yield and reproductive traits. Phenotypic correlation for DFB and 
FCM was .135. Phenotypic correlation for first service conception rate (CR) and 
FCM was -.216. Correlation between DFB and CR was .19.
Raheja et al. (62) concluded there was no antagonism between production 
and reproduction based on low genetic and phenotypic correlations. Phenotypic 
correlations between breed average milk and DFB, DO, and number breedings 
per conception (NBC) were between .01 and .03. Phenotypic correlations 
between fertility measures were high except for NBC and DFB which ranged from 
-.10 to .01. Correlations between NBC and DFB were .61 to .65, and between DO 
and DFB correlations ranged from .54 to .56.
Moore et al. (53) found the following phenotypic correlations: age and body 
weight (BW), .43; DO and DFB, .45; DO and S/C, .71; DFB ^nd DD, .16; DD 
and DO, .37; DD and services per conception (S/C), .28; and DD and gestation 
length .26. The fertility measures DFB, DO, and S/C were not correlated with 
age, BW or gestation length. There was also a tack of phenotypic association 
between DFB and S/C.
Phenotypic correlations between production and reproduction traits can be 
concluded to be low to moderate, leading to the possibility of antagonism. Anta­
gonism means that selection for yield would lead to low fertility. Correlations 
between reproductive measures were also low to moderate.
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Measures o f Breeding Efficiency
Percent Possible Breedings Serviced
The percent of possible breedings serviced or observed is a  measure of the 
success of estrus detection in the herd. The total num ber of breedings for all 
cows in the breeding herd is divided by the total num ber of possible breedings in 
the breeding herd and multiplied by 100. The num ber of possible breedings for 
each cow is calculated as: [DO - (goal to first breeding - 10 d)] divided by 21 d. 
Most dairymen establish a goal to first breeding of SO to 60 d, and the 10 d is sub­
tracted to account for half of the next heat period. The recom mended goal is to 
service more than 70% of possible breedings, and at best 80 to 85% of all heats 
will be detected visually (46) Estrus detection is among the most important factors 
contributing to DO (27).
First Breeding Conception Rate
The first breeding conception rate (CR) is similar to percent breedings suc­
cessful for the total herd except it measures the num ber of successful first breed­
ings divided by the total num ber of breedings, and first breeding conception rate is 
usually higher than overall percent breedings successful. The factors that contri­
bute to low first breeding conception rate are the same as those for average 
num ber breedings for pregnant cows.
Faust et al. (21) found phenotypic correlation between CR and FCM to be 
-.216, and the correlation between CR and DFB was .019.
Average Number of Breedings for Pregnant Cows
Average num ber of breedings for pregnant cows is a total herd reproductive 
measure calculated by dividing the total services or breedings for all pregnant cows
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by the number of pregnant cows (46). This measure is also known as services per 
conception (S/C). Services per conception under 1.8 indicates a good level of fer­
tility, 1.8 to 2.0 is adequate, 2.0 to 2.3 indicates a moderate problem and over 2.3 
S/C indicates a severe problem exists. Inaccurate estrus detection, inaccurate 
estrus and breeding records, and improper artificial insemination techniques can 
contribute to a high S/C (85), Other possible causes of high S/C are reproductive 
tract disease, nutritional status of the herd, weather and environment, and the fer­
tility of the cow (27). Phenotypic correlation of S/C with DFB was low, ranging 
from -.10 to .01, and was high for S/C and DO, ranging from .61 to .65 (62).
Number Breedings Per Conception - Past 12 Months
Number breedings per conception (NBC) is a reproductive measure of the 12 
previous months that have percent breedings successful reported. The percent 
breedings successful is the total number of successful breedings divided by the 
total herd breedings multiplied by 100. The number of breedings per conception 
is computed as 100 divided by percent successful. The interpretation of NBC is 
similar to number breedings for pregnant cows.
Measures of Management Factors
Average Service Sire Predicted Difference Dollars
Average service sire predicted difference dollars (PD$) is a measure of the 
genetic merit of sires being used in the herd. The PD$ is the average PD$ of all 
the sires being used in the herd that have PD$ recorded. PD$ is a means of com­
paring individual sires to a genetic base. The best sires available should be used to 
get the greatest possible genetic gain in offspring (46).
This measure says nothing about the current herd, but rather is a predictor of 
the future. Use of higher PD$ sires is one sign of enlightened management as this 
will lead to future economic gain.
The PD$ is an economic index because it combines the relative value of milk 
and fat. Economic values are standardized for the entire United States and are 
updated annually. Economic indices are also available that include the value of 
protein and SNF (57).
When specific traits are used in animal selection, yield traits should receive 
the highest emphasis because they have the highest relationships to herd 
profitability. Fat and protein percentages have approximate heritabilities o f .50, 
indicating they should respond to selection. Yield rather than percentage should 
be used for selection because component percentages have negative genetic corre­
lation with yield traits and smaller genetic and phenotypic variances and little 
economic progress can be made through direct selection for component percen­
tages (16). In a recent study, McAllister et al. (50) found that selection for first 
lactation protein yield was effective in increasing milk, fat, and protein yield.
Ample evidence exists that genetics is a useful tool to improve production 
and economic performance and could be used to increase protein production. 
Predicted difference dollars does not include protein pricing and the variable is 
seen primarily as a proxy measure of management, and a predictor of future 
genetic gain.
Percent Cows in Milk
The percent cows in milk is the number of cows in milk in a given test 
period, divided by the total cows in the herd multiplied by 100. This is an overall
management measure because many factors contribute to this percentage. More 
cows milking means more revenue, and dry cows conserve feed and do not gen­
erate revenue. Too many dry cows could mean poor reproductive management, 
poor record keeping, or poor planning. Diseased cows may be counted as not 
milking which means expenses are elevated and revenue is eliminated. High levels 
of diseased cows may indicate poor management (27).
This measure is similar to percentage days in milk and has the same connota­
tions. When percentage days in milk was increased from 80 to 91%, production 
per cow increased from 5,615 to 6 , 8 6 8  kg. The increase was at least partially due 
to decrease in DD from 84 to 51 d. An acceptable goal for percentage days in 
milk or percentage cows in milk is 90% (27).
McGilliad et al. (51) reported mean percent days in milk of 87% and correla­
tion with product value was not significant (P<.05).
Percent Cows in Breeding Herd
The percent cows in breeding herd is a measure of reproductive management 
calculated by dividing the total cows in the current breeding herd by the total cows 
in the herd times 100. The current breeding herd includes cows that have not 
been bred, cows that have been bred and diagnosed open, and cows bred but not 
diagnosed open or assumed pregnant. Percent cows in the breeding herd is not a 
usual measure generated by DHIA data base. Usual interest is in measures of fer­
tility, breeding effectiveness, and estrus detection. Additionally, there is interest in 
the number of cows in the breeding herd and how many fall into groupings by DO
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It is reasonable to expect there may be some optimum range of percent cows 
in the breeding herd. Too low a percent would suggest cows may be bred too 
early after parturition. Too high a percent may mean the breeding program is 
ineffective. A high percentage could also indicate inaccuracy in pregnancy detec­
tion.
Percent cows in the breeding herd is a generalized measure that encompasses 
all the breeding variables as well as others. It therefore is an important measure 
of overall management.
Average Body Weight
Individual cow BW are recorded at calving and are averaged over the entire 
herd. Cows entering the herd without recorded weights are assigned average breed 
weights. Some examples of second lactation breed weights are Guernsey, 422 kg; 
Jersey, 399 kg; Holstein, 549 kg; and Brown Swiss, 549 kg (46).
Sieber et al. (73) reported phenotypic correlations of BW with milk yield, fat 
yield, and SNF percent to be .20, .24, and -.20, respectively. When multiple linear 
regressions were run, milk, fat, and FCM coefficients were -7.7, -.3, and -7.8, 
respectively ( /><.001). These results contradicted a common agreement that larger 
cows have higher milk yields.
Brown et al. (10) found BW had a curvilinear effect on milk production. As 
BW increased to 613 kg, milk yield increased and then decreased after reaching 
that peak. They suggested optimum BW would probably change with each data 
set and cow group. Keown and Everett (41) reported that a first lactation cow 
produced 806 kg more milk at 567 kg weight than at 408 kg weight. The milk yield 
- body weight relationship is usually positive in the first lactation.
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Percent Cows Culled Involuntarily
Involuntary culling is removing cows from the herd within the year for rea­
sons other than low production and sold for dairy purposes. Reasons for involun­
tary culling are reproductive failure, mastitis, poor feet and legs, injury, and death. 
Percent cows culled involuntarily is the number of cows culled involuntarily 
divided by the total cows in herd on test day multiplied by 100 (46).
Excessive percent of involuntary culling may indicate poor management of 
the factors that lead to culling. A high percentage of involuntary culling also 
lessens the opportunity to cull voluntarily for low production ( 1 1 ).
McGilliard et al. (51) used multiple linear regression similar to the present 
dissertation study to determine relationships between production and financial 
variables. Involuntary culling regressed against PV was nonsignificant (Pc.05) but 
involuntary culling had a significant coefficient of -6.60 with annual milk yield. For 
each one percent increase in involuntary culling from the average of 21.9%, milk 
yield decreased 6.60 pounds.
Percent Cows Culled
This overall management measure indicates the percentage of cows leaving 
the herd within the year for all reasons. A high percentage of culling could indi­
cate management problems or it could mean the herd is being aggressively culled 
to bring better genetic potential into the herd. A desired culling rate is 34.3% 
(46). Appleman and Noble (3) reported that as culling rate increased from 25.5% 
to 44%, average milk yield increased from 6,252 to 8,059 kg. Schmidt (6 8 ) studied 
effects of culling strategy on income over feed and variable cost (IOFVC). There 
was increased IOFVC with later cuttings when culled either by age or by lactation
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number. Increasing culling age decreased the annual culling rate percentage if 
herd size was kept constant. The increase in genetic potential from higher culling 
rates was not considered in the study.
In contrast, Schmidt and Pritchard (69) found that a decrease in culling rate 
increased IOFVC when comparing a 34% rate with a 28% rate. The authors 
found increased IOFVC when culling rates were reduced from 38% to 34 and 
30%.
Average Age
All cows on DHIA with calving dates are averaged to compute an average 
age for the herd. Cows entering the herd without a birth date are given an 
estimated birth date. Age is a factor in milk, fat, and protein production and an 
aging herd may mean management has a weak breeding program and is missing out 
on improved genetic potential (46).
McGilliard et al. (51) reported an overall correlation of average age at calving 
and product value of -.33. When age was included as an independent variable in a 
multiple linear regression with financial variables as dependent, age was not 
significant (P<.05).
Sat tier and Dentine (6 6 ) used multiple regression to study DHIA herds and 
found lower milk yield, slower increases in herd size, shorter first C l, and longer 
subsequent Cl were associated with older herd average ages.
Norman et al. (58) reported that in Holsteins, age accounted for more varia­
tion in milk yield than in fat and protein yield. Age at calving improved R2 by 
.185, .177 and .168 for milk, fat, and protein, respectively, when age was added to 
herd-year alone.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Data used in this study were from Louisiana Dairy Herd Improvement (DHI) 
monthly Herd Summary DHI-202 files provided on computer tape by the Dairy 
Records Processing Center, Raleigh, NC. Seventy-three Statistical Analysis Sys­
tems (SAS) (65) data sets, each representing one month of herd summary data 
from April 1984 to April 1990, were available for analysis using an IBM 3090 
model 2 0 0  computer.
Edits
Holstein herds were selected for the study since Holstein is the predominant 
breed in Louisiana, with 230 herds retained for analysis. Production or manage­
ment variables as named and described in Dairyman’s DHI Manual (46) were stu­
died if they could influence financial results or if their importance could differ 
under different milk pricing plans. The variable named “Other Succulents or 
Blended Ration” which can be described as high moisture, high fiber feeds other 
than silage was not included due to excessive missing values. Also, the variable 
“Other Feeds” was not included due to missing values. This variable is described 
in (46) to include beet pulp, citrus pulp, crushed ear corn, high moisture corn, 
cottonseed, and cottonseed hulls. Average silage fed per day per cow was 
recorded as zero if no value was reported.
Statistical Analysis
Stepwise regressions were run with production variables as independent and 
income over feed cost (IOFC) and product value (PV) as dependent variables. Of 
the variables included in the regressions, all met the significance level of P<.15 for 
entry into the model. First breeding conception rate did not meet the significance
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measure for inclusion but was left in the model anyway to study in alternative pric­
ing models.
A preliminary run was made in an attempt to fit herd-year. Because of the 
degrees of freedom for this model, 32768K of computer memory would have been 
required. With approximately half this amount available, the model was aban­
doned, and a model with herd, year, and month as class variables was used. The 
linear models analyzed by the method of least squares had the following general 
form:
y ijki =  +  ft, 4  yj 4- m *  +  ft i x  i 4- • * * ft is -tie  4- c,/*/ [1]
where:
Y -  dependent variables, income over feed cost (IOFC), or product 
value (PV) for present or alternative pricing systems or milk yield or fat 
yield or protein yield;
fi « effect common to all observations;
ft, — effect of ith herd;
yj -  effect of jth year;
m* -  effect of kth month;
fti - ^ is  “  regression coefficients for independent variables; x t through 
* is;
X\ - x 1g "  independent production variables:
* 1  -  average silage consumed per day per cow;
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* 2  “ average dry forage consumed per day per cow;
includes hay and other high fiber dry forages;
* 3  -  average concentrate per day per cow;
includes high energy, low fiber feeds;
* 4  -  average pasture quality score; a score ranging from 
one to 14 that gives an estimate of feeding 
value of pasture depending on stage of 
growth, maturity, hours of cow access 
and density of the crop;
* 5  -  average body weight; computed from
individual cow body weights at calving;
* 6  “  percent cows in breeding herd; total cows in
breeding herd divided by total cows in 
milk, times 1 0 0 ;
x 7  -  average percent cows in milk; number of cows in milk 
divided by total cows in herd, times 1 0 0 ;
* 8  “ all lactations average age;
* 9  *■ percent possible breedings serviced; an indication
of success of heat detection; goal is 70%;
*io -  average days to first breeding; average number of 
days from calving to first rebreeding;
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* n  -  average days open total herd; average number of 
days from calving to rebreeding or from 
calving to test day if cow was in milk 60 
d or more;
* 12 -  average number breedings for pregnant cows; total
breedings for all pregnant cows divided 
by the number of pregnant cows;
* 13 -  average service sire predicted difference dollars (PD$); an
indication of the genetic merit of sires being used;
* 1 4  -  number breedings per conception past 12 mo; 100 
divided by percent of all breedings that 
are successful;
* 1 5  -  first breeding conception rate past 12 mo; number 
of successful first breedings divided by 
total first breedings, times 100;
* 1 6  -  average days dry; average number of days dry for last
completed dry period for all cows in the herd;
* 17 -  percent cows culled; number cows leaving herd
within the last year div’ded by total 
cows in herd on test day, times 100;
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x is = percent cows culled involuntarily; cows leaving 
herd due to reproductive failure, 
mastitis, poor feet and legs, 
injury, or death divided by total cows 
leaving herd times 100; and
f tjkt * random error.
Dependent Variables Descriptions
A total of 15 regression models were employed. The first three models used 
milk, fat, or protein per day per cow as dependent variables to determine the rela­
tionships between the production variables and each yield component. Six 
different milk pricing mechanisms were used to generate product value (PV) or 
income over feed cost (IOFC) as dependent variables. Each pricing scheme was 
assigned a model number of one (1) through six (6). Since each of the six pricing 
systems generates two dependent variables each, IOFC and PV, there were 12 
models which had a financial variable as the dependent variable.
Model 1 used the present milk yield-fat differential pricing (MFP) system with 
IOFC or PV as reported by the herdsman to the DHI supervisor. IOFC was 
income minus feed cost per day per cow as reported on Herd Summary DHI-202 
form. The reported product value per day per cow was the product of yields and 
prices received. Although subject to accounting and reporting error, these values 
represent the actual product values, feed costs, and IOFC within each herd. 
Dependent variables for Model 1 are referred to as PVi, and lOFC\.
Model 2 dependent variables were PV and IOFC using the present milk and 
fat pricing system with standardization of price for all herds in the data set. All
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alternative pricing systems were compared with Model 2 to determine their effect 
on financial results and production variables. Standardized prices were used 
because Louisiana producers reside in two Federal milk marketing orders 
(FMMO) and eleven location differential zones, and may market milk in any of 
these, as well as other marketing orders and price zones. Producers may be 
independent or belong to one of several marketing cooperatives. Prices received 
by different producers may vary considerably depending on these factors. Of the 
two orders, the New Orleans - Mississippi Order No. 1094 and the Greater Louisi­
ana Order No. 1096, Order 1094, zone 1 was selected to provide data for price 
standardization. Approximately 70% of DHI producers in this study were located 
in close proximity to this location differential zone. Pricing data utilized in this 
study included Class I, fat differential (FD), Class III, uniform price (UP), and 
Class I utilization for the appropriate month and were collected from monthly 
price announcements from the market administrator (82).
Dependent variables for Model 2 were calculated as follows:
where:
PV2 = product value in dollars per day per cow, 
milk = average herd milk yield per day per cow, and 
price = monthly price for each herd's milk in $/45.4kg,
Price calculation was as follows:
PV i =  (m ilk ) x (price ) , [2 ]
price = UP 4- x ( l0 0 )-3 .5  x[FD ]x[10] [3]
where:
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UP -  uniform price or basic formula price in $/45.4 kg, FMMO 1094, 
zone 1 for each month;
fat -  herd average milk fat from DHI 202;
milk -  herd average milk from DHI 202; and
FD -  the monthly fat differential in dollars, FMMO 1094, zone 1.
Model 2 represents the most commonly used pricing system in the U.S. and 
pays a base price for milk weight and adds or subtracts a fat differential for fat 
that is above or below 3.5%, respectively, and was reported by Keller and Allaire 
(40).
To calculate the Model 2 IOFC dependent variable, the following formula 
was used:
/O FC2 =  PVi -  FC, |4]
where:
IOFC2 “  Income over feed cost, or product value minus feed 
cost per day per cow,
PVi -  product value for the appropriate model calculated as in formula [2],
and
FC -  feed cost in dollars per day per cow.
Model 3 used a protein pricing system modeled from the multiple component 
pricing system of Great Basin FMMO No. 139 (1). This was the first multiple 
component pricing introduced into FMMO pricing. It uses conventional milk and 
fat pricing for Class I or fluid milk, and fat and protein pricing for Class II and III 
or manufacturing milk. The method used was the same as Keller and Allaire (40).
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The Model 3 formula follows:
PVi =  (kg mi lk)x(ClD)x(%  C l)  [5]
+ (kg fat )x (5 K  + FV)
+  (kg protein) *( l /3.3)x[MW -  (3 .5 x (5 F  + FV) ) ] 
where:
PV3 =  product value per day per cow,
C1D = Class I differential per kilogram, FMMO 1094, zone 1;
% C l -  percentage Class I utilization, FMMO 1094, zone 1;
SV =  market skim value per kilogram ',
FV = market fat value per kilogram', and
MW =  Minnesota —Wisconsin base price per 45.4 kg milk (82).
Skim value was calculated as follows:
SV =  C /Px[(0P)x(4.O 25)],and [6]
Fat value was calculated as follows:
FV =  SV +  [(£ P )x (1 .1 5 )] |7]
where:
BP -  Chicago butter price in $/.454kg (14).
This modification of the Great Basin FMMO pricing system has the effect of 
equating the price of Classes II and III milk. This is realistic since the two prices 
rarely differ and only by a few cents. Formula [4] was used to calculate IOFC3.
Model 4 is a cheese pricing model used as representative of a class of pricing 
systems known as end product pricing. This system was reported by Keller and
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Allaire (40) and was calculated as follows:
PV4a -  CCV* ( .9 * kg fat + .78*kg protein - .0 0 1 ) * , 62 [8 ]
where:
CCV -  cheddar cheese value per kilogram, wholesale, FOB Wisconsin (14); 
fat -  herd average fat per day per cow from DHI-202; and 
protein -* herd average protein per day per cow from DHI-202.
Equation [8] is valid for milk containing a ratio of protein to fat (P:F) at least 
equal to .8205. If P:F < .8205 for a herd then, PV was calculated as follows:
Formula 4 is used to generate IOFC4.
Model 5 used the same pricing system as Model 2 except that a reduced fat 
differential proposed in August 1990 was calculated (52, 86). The Milk Industry 
Foundation, the International Ice Cream Association, Center for Science in the 
Public Interest, and other parties supported such a change due to declining market 
interest in milkfat. Butter makers lost money in some months due to raw fat being 
priced higher via the fat differential then it sold for as butter. The proposed fat
protein kgkg cheese fat [9]
kg surplus fat = kg actual fat — kg cheese fat; 
value surplus fat =  kg surplus fat x [1.15 x BP] ; 




in place o f  kg fat\ and
PV4b =  [11] +  112]. [13]
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differential calculation pays a lower premium for fat in excess of 3.5% and sub­
tracts less from milk containing below 3.5% fat. The effect is to put more of the 
value of milk on the skim portion. The Model 5 formula with previously 
described variables is as follows:
Model 5 IOFC was calculated using formula 4.
Model 6 used the same fat differential as Model 5 and also included a protein 
differential. The protein differential was set at plus or minus $1.20 /1% protein 
content above or below 3.2% protein for each 45.4 kg of milk. This value was 
chosen because it was just above the minimum value required so additional 
income from protein was equal to the April 1990 base price of milk on a per unit 
of feed energy basis (2). Several commercial milk handlers were also using a com­
parable protein differential (personal communications; T. Hickerson, Associated 
Milk Producers, Inc.; R. Nance, Mid-America Dairyman, Inc.; and A. Zolin, 
Kraft General Foods, Inc.). Model 6 formula follows:
PVi = [(kg milk)* UP 114]
. 134x(fl/> -  .015) -  (.0Q28xA/W) x 1045.4kg
PV6 = formula [14] + [% protein — 3.2] x 1.2 [15]
Model 6 IOFC was calculated using formula 4.
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Correlation Coefficients
Pearson correlation coefficients (65) were used to determine relationships 
among herd average milk yield per day per cow, herd average fat yield per day per 
cow, and herd average protein yield per day per cow.
Pearson correlation coefficients were calculated between the 12 dependent 
financial variables from the models to examine their interrelationships.
Comparison of Pricing Systems
The financial models provided a comparison of mean return per day per cow 
for each pricing method. Regression coefficients for each production variable in 
each model showed the direction and magnitude of change in IOFC or PV associ­
ated with a one unit change in that production variable. Comparisons were made 
of IOFC and PV models having the same pricing system. Model 2 pricing system 
was the present milk and fat pricing system standardized for the entire data set. 
Alternative pricing Models 3 through 6 were compared to Model 2 to determine 
how production variables may shift in importance under different pricing systems. 
In addition to studying production variable regression coefficients, standard partial 
regression coefficients were also calculated (77). Standard partial regression 
coefficients were expressed as percentages of the sum of all absolute standard par­
tial regression coefficients to determine the relative effects of independent vari­
ables on each pricing method. Production variables were ranked in descending 
order of the percent sum of their absolute standard partial regression coefficients. 
A simple ranking was also generated and Pearson correlations were performed on 
rankings among the alternative pricing plans. Any shift in importance of produc­
tion variables among the different pricing methods was observed.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Multiple Linear regressions were run with production variables as independent vari­
ables. Milk yield, fat yield, protein yield, income over feed cost, and product value 
were dependent variables. Observations were from 73 mo of Louisiana DHIA 
herd summaries with a total of 16,675 herd-year-month observations. Data in 
Table 4 include means, standard deviations and number of observations missing 
for each pricing model and production variable. The higher missing numbers were 
due to herds that did not test protein.
Comparisons of Pricing Models
Pearson correlation coefficients for the 12 pricing models are presented in 
Table 5. Model 1 used product value as reported in DHIA herd summaries while 
Model 2 used standardized pricing variables. Of concern was how valid was the 
standardization selected, and how the accuracy of reported feed cost may affect 
the values for income over feed cost. The validity of the standardization selected 
seems confirmed by the high correlations and the small differences between IOFC 
and PV models. The correlation coefficient between IOFC Models 1 rind 2 was 
.965 and between PV Models 1 and 2 it was .968. Not included in the tables were 
correlations between IOFC and corresponding PV models which were fairly high 
and uniform, varying between .832 and .874. These results were much higher than 
reported by McGitliard et al. (51), where overall and within herd correlations 
between IOFC and PV were .72 and .28, respectively. Correlations between 
Models 1 and 2 were gi^ater than between Model 1 and other pricing models in 
both sets, lending further credence to price standardization selected.
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TABLE 4. Means, standard deviations, and number o f missing observations for 
pricing m odels1 and production variables for 16,675 herd-year-month observa­





IO FC 3 Model 1 1220 2.72 1.25
IOFC Model 2 1851 2.99
IOFC Model 3 7280 3.05 1.24
IOFC Model 4 7280 2.56 1.15
IOFC Model 5 1851 3.06 1.24
IOFC Model 6 7280 3.24 1.31
PV4 Model 1 1 4.88 1.30
PV Model 2 1198 5.14 1.28
PV Model 3 6832 5.24 1.30
PV Model 4 6832 4.75 1.19
PV Model 5 1198 5.21 1.31
PV Model 6 6832 5.43 1.38
Avg feed cost, 5 1220 2.15 .65








Avg dry forage, kg5 0 3.05 3.58
Avg cone., kg5 1854 8.39 2.33
Avg pasture quality 3524 4.73 2.17
Avg BW, kg 0 528.97 36.20
Avg age, mo 4 53.03 7.78
Poss. breed, serv., % 0 33.73 20.98
Avg d to 1st breeding 0 82.65 30.00
Avg d open/total herd 0 141.80 33.48
Avg n breed./preg. cows 0 1.83 .87
Avg serv. sire PD$ 2647 110.35 36.38
Breed./concep., n 546 2.16 .67
1st. breed, concep. rate 0 51.17 17.90
Avg d dry 310 73.89 13.93
Cows in breeding herd, % 1 65.49 18.46
Cows culled, % 0 28.22 16.73
Cows culled invol, % 0 19.97 11.10
Cows in milk, % 1 84.31 8.65
1 Descriptions of models are found in Table 7.
2 DHIA -  Dairy Herd Improvement Association.
3 IOFC “ Income over feed cost in S/d per cow.
4 PV -  Product value in $/d per cow,
5 Values are per day per cow.
TABLE 5. Overall correlations of monthly observations of income over feed cost 
<above diagonal) and product value (below diagonal) in six pricing models for 
Louisiana Holstein herds on DHIA.1
Models2
Models 1 2 3 4 5 6
1 .965 .960 .911 .952 .948
2 .968 .993 .958 .985 .975
3 .963 .994 .968 .972 .982
4 .919 .963 .972 .928 .942
5 .956 .986 .974 .936 .984
6 .952 .977 .984 .949 .985
*DHIA -  Dairy Herd Improvement Association. 
2Descriptions of models are found in Table 7.
Correlation for IOFC Models 2 and 3 was .993; 2 with 5 was .985; 2 with 6 
was .975; and 2 with 4 was .958. Correlations of PV Model 2 with other PV 
models were in the same order and only slightly higher than IOFC correlations. 
The correlations were generally as expected based on the apparent severity of 
change in pricing mechanisms among the models. Of interest was the high corre­
lation between Models 2 and 3 because Model 3 was an MCP system, whereas 
Model 2 was the base system using M i’P. The explanation is logical in that Model 
3 prices Class I milk the same as MFP, and only for Class II and Class III milk 
does it use protein pricing. A high Class I utilization would generate a high corre­
lation between the two systems* prices. Louisiana is known to be a high Class I 
utilization market and Class I utilization values used in the study ranged from 53 to 
91% for monthly utilizations and 69 to 73% for annual averages. Model 5 was 
expected to have a high correlation with Model 2 because Model 5 is the same as 
Model 2 except for a tower fat differential in Model 5. Model 4 was expected to 
have the lowest correlation with Model 2 because the fluid carrier was not priced 
at all. Only protein and fat components were priced to generate the PV and 
IOFC. These correlations and the data shown in Table 4 were generated from the 
same observations.
Tables 6 and 7 provide statistical summaries of 12 regression models with 
income over feed cost and product value as dependent variables. Means are a few 
cents different from model means in Table 4 because regressions used fewer obser­
vations due to combinations of missing variables. Number of herds in regressions
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TABLE 6. Statistical summary of income over feed cost multiple linear regres­




1 2 3 4 5 6
Mean IOFC, $/d/cow 2.70 2.96 3.00 2.51 3.04 3.19
R2 .75 .74 .76 .72 .74 .75
CV 22.82 20.91 20.23 23.94 20.85 20.44
Total df 10,628 10,321 6,569 6,569 10,321 6,569
n herds 230 221 190 190 221 190
'D H IA  -  Dairy Herd Improvement Association, 
d e sc rip tio n s  of models are found in Table 7.
3IOFC ■ Income-over-feed-cost; product value or revenue minus feed costs. 
R 1 -  Coefficient of determination.
CV -  Coefficient of variation, 
df -  Degrees of freedom.
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TABLE 7. Statistical summary of product value multiple linear regression 
models with independent production variables for Louisiana Holstein herds on 
DHIA.1
Model2
Statistic3 I 2 3 4 5 6
Mean PV, $/d/cow 4.90 5.17 5.25 4.76 5.25 5.44
R 1 .81 .81 .83 .80 .80 .82
CV 11.62 11.15 10.64 11.53 11.28 11.17
Total df 10,629 10,321 6,569 6,569 10,321 6,569
n herds 230 221 190 190 221 190
DHIA Dairy Herd Improvement Association.
2 Model 1 
Model 2
Model 3 
Model 4 ; 




C V -  
df -
Milk yield - fat differential pricing system currently in use in La.
Same as Model 1 except milk prices standardized for all herds with 
prices from FMMO 1094, Zone 1.
Multiple component pricing using Great Basin FMMO 139 procedure. 
Multiple component pricing using fat and protein value in cheese. 
Same as Model 2 except using a reduced fat differential.
Multiple component pricing using same fat differential as 
Model 5 and a protein differential of $.12/.1% protein ± 3.2%.




ranged from 190 to 230 and total degrees of freedom ranged from 6,569 to 10,629. 
Number of herd-year-month observations was one more than degrees of freedom. 
Coefficients of determination, /?“ , ranged from .72 to .76 for IOFC models and 
from .80 to .72 for PV models. Coefficient of determination of .72 means that the 
model “explained” 72% of the variation in IOFC. Other R2 have the same 
interpretation. Product value R~ was higher and CV was lower than for IOFC' 
because of the added variability of the feed cost data in IOFC. These R2 imply 
that the models fitted well, especially since data were field data.
Of special interest to this study was that under the considered pricing sys­
tems, Louisiana herds on average did better than under the present system 
represented by Model 2 except for under cheese formula pricing of Model 4. 
Since Louisiana herds were predominately Holstein and the State is primarily a 
fluid milk producer, there was general concern that any component pricing system 
would be detrimental to Holstein producers as a group. These results allay these 
concerns although one caution is that this study did not assume that total income 
would remain the same as did some previous studies (33, 75, 78). The present 
study used the selected pricing mechanisms because they were actually operational 
in various markets in the United States.
Some insights from these results can be compared to prior studies. Snyder 
(78) found 22.5% of Holsteins gained income under a modified California plan 
which is a MCP plan. When using MCP with a reasonable fat differential almost 
no Holsteins gained income. This contrasts with the present study where Holstein 
herds gained income on the average, even when the only change in pricing was a 
fat differential decrease (Model 5). The reason Louisiana had more income with a
reduced fat differential is evident by examining data in I’able 4. Average fat yield 
of .57 kg divided by average milk yield of 16.51 kg times 100, gives a fat percentage 
of 3.42. This was lower than the standard 3.5% for fat differential calculation. 
Hence, with a lowered fat differential, less was subtracted from milk price than for 
the MFP of Model 2. This phenomenon led to the realization that while this study 
did not explicitly restrict total income to present levels in a Louisiana pool, there 
was an implicit national income pool that might be assumed static. Existence of a 
static national pool may be a realistic assumption since the pricing mechanisms for 
this study were generated outside Louisiana, and the assumption was made that 
the “system” would pay Louisiana producers higher total payments than the 
present pricing.
Gruebele (26) found lower producing herds favored protein pricing in Califor­
nia while higher producing herds favored fat-skim pricing. Perhaps a similar 
phenomenon was at work in the present study since, on average, Louisiana herds 
produce less than California herds.
The implication from the present study is that Louisiana producers have no 
reason for concern about MCP assuming any proposed system is comparable to 
the operational MCP plans available at the time of this study.
Regressions of Production Variables on Yields and Pricing Variables
Multiple linear regressions were run with production variables as independent 
and milk yield, fat yield, protein yield, six IOFC, and six PV as dependent vari­
ables. Herd, year, and month were treated as class variables and were highly 
significant (Pc.001) in all models.
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Regression coefficients for the 18 production variables within the 15 models 
should be considered as suggestive of further study. The models can be inter­
preted using the coefficient (.016) for silage on milk yield as an example. If silage 
fed per day per cow is increased 1 kg above the mean, milk yield will increase by 
.016 kg /d  per cow on the average, assuming all other independent variables are 
held constant, and also assuming no interaction between yield traits. The relation­
ships are assumed linear and whereas some production variables may have a linear 
effect on yield, others may have a non-linear effect. Because there probably is 
some interaction between production traits and yield traits, results should be con­
sidered preliminary and indicative of where further study is warranted.
The production variables were categorized into feeding, breeding and 
management and each variable will be discussed within its appropriate group. 
When evaluating each of the 18 variables, three different measures were con­
sidered. The three measures are the regression coefficients, the percent sum of 
the absolute standard partial regression coefficients, and the ranking of the vari­
able by absolute value of the standard partial regression coefficients. These meas­
ures are assessed within the 15 yield and pricing models. Necessarily, the values 
for a particular variable were reported in several different tables.
Correlations for milk, fat, and protein yields were generated from the same 
data set as Table 4 and the correlation results are reported in Table 8. Correlation 
of protein with milk was higher than with fat. This was expected as fat is more 
variable than protein (47).
Correlations of rankings of production variables regressed on milk, fat, and 
protein yields by absolute value of the standard partial regression coefficients are
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TABLE 8. Overall correlations between milk, fat, and protein yields1 (above 
diagonal) and correlations between rankings2 of production variables by abso­





1 Original measures are monthly herd average yields in kg /d /cow.
2 Rankings appear in Table 16.
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in Table 8, Highest correlation was for milk and fat (.95). Milk and protein 
correlations and fat and protein correlations were lower. Table 9 gives compar­
able values for IOFC and PV models. Highest correlation was .99 for IOFC 
Models 2 and 5. Highest correlation for PV models was .97 between Models 3 and 
6. The order of ranking of IOFC and PV models by highest correlation with 
Model 2 was Model 5, Model 3, Model 6 and Model 4. Models 5 and 3 switched 
order compared to correlations of pricing variables in Table 5. Of interest is that 
the correlations of rankings of production variables were very similar to correla­
tions of dependent variables in order and magnitude.
Feeding Variables in Regressions
Table 10 provides regression coefficients for 18 production variables regressed 
on milk, fat, and protein yield. The interpretations for the variable, average con­
centrate is that a 1 kg increase in concentrate fed per day per cow is associated 
with an increase in milk yield of .242 kg /d  per cow, if all else remains constant. 
O ther variable coefficients may be interpreted similarly. This value appears low 
when compared to results summarized by Smith (76). Controlled research studies 
reported values of .43 to .75 and one DHIA study had values 4 times higher for 
milk added per added grain dry matter. Fat corrected milk per added grain dry 
matter was the measurement reported, and should be roughly comparable to the 
uncorrected milk production per added concentrate in the current study. Mean 
concentrate intake for the current study was 2559 kg /305 d lactation and 3000 kg 
or less for the studies Smith (76) summarized. One possible reason for milk 
response to concentrate being low in Louisiana herds is that concentrate levels on 
average may have been high enough given genetic and management level.
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TABLE 9. Correlations between rankings of production variables by absolute 
value of standard partial regression coefficients for IOFC1 models (above diago­
nal) and PV2 models (below diagonal).
Model
Model1
1 2 3 4 5 6
1 .96 .90 .83 .96 .86
2 .94 .94 .86 .99 .89
3 .91 .93 .95 .93 .97
4 .86 .91 .94 .85 .95
5 .89 .96 .91 .91 .88
6 .88 .87 .97 .93 .87
1 IOFC -  income over feed cost.
2 PV -  p ro d u c t value.
3 Descriptions of models are found in Table 7.
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TABLE 10. Regression coefficients1 of production variables with milk, fat and
protein yield as dependent variables.
_________________ Dependent variable_______________
Production variable Milk Fat Protein
(regression coefficient)
Avg silage, kg .016 .002 .001
Avg dry forage, kg -.041 -.001 -.002
Avg conc., kg .242 .008 .007
Avg pasture quality .211 .006 .007
Avg BW, kg .022 .0007 .0006
Cows in breed, herd, % .044 .001 .001
Cows in milk, % .191 .006 .006
Avg age, mo. .0009a -.0002® .0004®
Poss. breed, serv., % .012 .0004 .0004
Avg d to 1st breeding .0006® -.00001® .00007
Avg d open/total herd -.025 -.0006 -.0005
Avg n breed./preg. cows .175 .007 .008
Avg serv. sire PD$ .006 .0002 .0001
B reed./concep., n -.016 -.0007 -.0001®
1st breed, concep. rate -.183 -.006 -.003®
Avg d dry .007 .0002 .0002®
Cows culled, % .0007® .00007® -.0002®
Cows culled in vol., % .009 .0004 .0007
1AII coefficients were significant (P<.01), except a(P>.05) and
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Regression coefficients for concentrate on fat and protein yield were .008 and 
.007, respectively. Positive coefficients were generated by pasture quality and 
silage fed variables. Coefficients for dry forage were -.041, -.001, and -.002 for 
milk, fat, and protein yield, respectively. Negative coefficients mean that as more 
dry forage was fed, milk, fat, and protein yields decreased. The order of 
effectiveness for increasing milk, fat, and protein yield through feeding was con­
centrate, pasture quality measured as kilograms of TDN /454 kg body weight, and 
silage. This result was expected and similar to the finding of Cragle et al. (12) that 
milk, fat, and protein yields increased with increased concentrate feeding and 
decreased with more forage feeding. Silage is a special forage because it may con­
tain considerable grain and be of higher energy value than other forages. 
Although the silage coefficients were not negative, they were substantially lower 
than the concentrate coefficients. Also, of interest is that dry forage had a greater 
negative effect on protein than on fat. Even though fat yield responds to added 
energy, fat yield also requires a minimum of fiber.
The regression coefficients for income over feed cost (IOFC) and product 
value (PV) are in Tables 11 and 12, respectively. Most coefficients were significant 
(Pc.O l). Models 3, 4, and 6 were multiple component pricing (MCP) plans 
whereas Model 5 was a reduced fat differential plan. These were compared to 
Model 2 which was the standardized milk yield-fat differential (MFP) plan. 
Corresponding to the signs in Table 10, the regression coefficients in Table 12 for 
concentrate, pasture quality, and silage were positive, and for dry forage they were 
negative in all PV models. In Model 2, one kg increase in average concentrate fed 
per day per cow was associated with a PV increase of $.072 /d per cow. All feed 
variables except dry forage increased PV. Data in Table 11 indicates that
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TABLE 11. Regression coefficients1 of production variables with income over
feed cost calculated from six pricing models as dependent variables.
Model2
Production variable 1 2 3 4 5 6
■{regression coefficient)
Avg silage, kg -.012 -.014 -.012 -.012 -.019 -.015
Avg dry forage, kg -.065 -.064 -.075 -.075 -.066 -.079
Avg conc., kg -.084 -.088 -.096 -.104 -.086 -.091
Avg pasture quality .051 .050 .040 .035 .054 .049
Avg BW, kg .006 .006 .006 .005 .007 .006
Cows in breed, herd, % .012 .013 .013 .011 .015 .014
Cows in milk, % .052 .056 .058 .054 .057 .061
Avg age, mo. .004 .001a -.0002a -.002a .002a .001a
Poss. breed, serv., % .003 .003 .002 .001a .003 .002
Avg d to 1st breeding .0005a .001 .001 .001 .001 .001
Avg d open/total herd -.008 -.008 -.006 -.005 -.009 -.007
Avg n breed./preg. cows .102 .067 .084 .087 .065 .085
Avg serv. sire PD$ .001 .001 .001a .0003a
.055
.001 .0003a
Breed./concep., n -.017a -.014a .020° -.013a .033a
1st breed, concep. rate -.003 -.006 -.005 -.006 -.006 -.004°
Avg d dry .003 .002 .001a .001a .002 .001a
Cows culled, % •00!a .001° -.001a -.0001a .001a -.001a
Cows culled invol., % .002 .003 .008 .007 .002 .007
*A11 coefficients were significant (P < .0 1 ), except a(P>,05)  and k(P< .05).
2Descriptions o f pricing models are found in Tahle 7.
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TABLE 12. Regression coefficients1 o f production variables with product value
calculated from six pricing models as dependent variables.
Model2
Production variable 1 2 3 4 5 6
(regression coefficient)
Avg silage, kg .012 .010 .013 .013 .005 .009
Avg dry forage, kg -.012 -.012 -.022 -.021 -.013 -.025
Avg conc., kg .076 .072 .068 .059 .074 .073
Avg pasture quality .058 .057 .051 .047 .061 .060
Avg BW, kg .006 .007 .006 .005 .007 .006
Cows in breed, herd, % .013 .013 .013 .011 .015 .014
Cows in milk, % .055 .058 .061 .056 .060 .063
Avg age, mo .002“ -.001“ .002“ .001“ .0001“ .003“
Poss. breed, serv., % .003 .003 .003, .001“ .003 .003
Avg d 1st breeding -.00001“ .0002“ .001b .001“ .0003“ .001D
Avg d open/total herd -.007 -.007 -.006 -.005 -.008 -.006
Avg n breed./preg. cows .079 .046 .089 .092 .045 .090
Avg serv. sire PD$ .002 .002 .001 .001 .001 .001
Breed ./concep., n -.014“ -.011“ .010“ .045“ -.010“ .024“
1st breed, concep. rate -.003 -.006 -.003 -.004 -.006 -.002“
Avg d dry .002 .002 .001“ .001“ .002 .001“
Cows culled, % .0002“ .0003“ -.001“ -.001“ .0002“ -.001“
Cows culled invol., % .003 .003 .007 .006 .003 .006
rAll coefficients were significant (P<.0I), except *(P> .05) and ^(P<.05).
2Descriptions of pricing models are found in Table 7.
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increasing concentrate, silage, and dry forage resulted in less income over feed 
cost in all models. Pasture quality was the only feeding variable that had a positive 
association with IOFC. Average concentrate and silage intake may be more than 
adequate for genetic and management levels in Louisiana herds. Income over feed 
cost is also affected by the milk to feed price ratio, which compares the value of 
milk to the value of feed.
The relative importance of the production variables in income over feed cost 
models is provided by the percent of the sum of all absolute standard partial 
regression coefficients in Table 14. The order of relative importance for feed vari­
ables was dry forage, concentrate, pasture quality and silage. Dry forage and con­
centrates increased in relative importance in the MCP Models 3, 4, and 6 com­
pared to Model 2. The regression coefficients in Table 11 were negative and lower 
in Models 3, 4, and 6 than in Model 2. This implied that if it was not profitable to 
increase dry forage and concentrate under present pricing, it would be even less 
profitable to increase them under the MCP plans studied. Pasture quality 
decreased in importance in Models 3, 4, and 6 just as the original positive regres­
sion coefficients were lower than in Model 2. This may be because pasture, as a 
forage, had a depressing effect on fat and protein which were priced explicitly in 
the MCP models.
Silage importance decreased in IOFC Models 3 and 4 but increased in impor­
tance in Models 5 and 6 compared to Model 2. Coefficients in Table 11 were less 
negative in Models 3 and 4 and more negative in Models 5 and 6 than in Model 2. 
The percent sums of all absolute standard partial regression coefficients (Table 13) 
for silage were 1.9, 7.0, and 4.6 for milk, fat, and protein yield, respectively.
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TABLE 13. Percent o f the sum of all absolute standard partial regression 
coefficients1 contributed by production variables with milk, fat, and protein yield 
as dependent variables.
Dependent variable
Production variable Milk Fat Protein
(%  of sum)
Cows in milk, % 28.0 28.2 28.5
Cows in breed, herd, % 12.6 9,0 11.0
Avg BW, kg 11.4 11.1 9.4
Avg d open/total herd 10.5 7.8 6.9
Avg conc., kg 9.5 9.3 9.7
Avg pasture quality 8.4 7.3 8.6
Poss. breed, serv., % 3.2 3.3 3.6
Avg serv. sire PD$ 3.1 3.9 2.1
Avg dry forage, kg 2.7 2.1 5.1
1st breed, concep. rate 2.4 3.2 .6a
Avg silage, kg 1.9 7.0 4.6
Avg n breed./preg. cows 1.8 2.2 1.9
Avg d dry 1.4 1.3 1.0a
Cows culled invol., % 1.3 i.9u 2.8
Breed ./concep., n 1.3 1.2 .8a
Avg d to 1st breeding .3a .2a l . l a
Cows culled, % .2a .5a 1.2“
Avg age, mo . l a ,6a 1.0a
*AU coefficients were significant (P < .0 i), except a(P > .05) and P<.05).
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TABLE 14. Percent of the sum of all absolute standard partial regression
coefficients1 contributed by production variables with income over feed cost as
dependent variables.
Model2
Production variable 1 2 3 4 5 6
(% of sum)
Cows in milk, % 22.9 23.5 25.2 24.8 22.8 25.2
Cows in breed, herd, % 10.6 10.8 10.9 9.9 11.6 11.4
Avg BW, kg 8.6 9.5 8.4 8.2 9.4 8.8
Avg d open/total herd 9.8 9.6 7.5 6.9 10.3 7.6
Avg conc., kg 9.9 9.9 11.6 13.4 9.2 10.5
Avg pasture quality 6.1 5.7 4.7 4.5 5.8 5.6
Poss. breed, serv., % 2.7 2.3 1.9 .5a 2.0 1.5
Avg serv. sire PD$ 2.3 2.1 1.0“ .6a 1.8 .5“
Avg dry forage, kg 12.9 12.3 14.4 15.3 12.0 14.4
1st breed, concep. rate 1.3 2.6 2.0 2.5 2.4 1.4
Avg silage, kg 4.1 4.8 4.2 4.5 6.1 5.4
Avg n breed./preg. cows 3.1 2.0 1.9 2.2 1.8 1.9
Avg d dry 1 6 b 1.3 .8a .6a 13b .5“Cows culled invol., % 1.0b 1.2 2.7 2.6. 1.0b 2.3
Breed./concep., n .4a .3a .4“ 1.2 .2“ .7“
Avg d to 1st breeding .7a 1.1 1.8 1.8 1.2 1.8
Cows culled, % .6s ,6a .4a .04“ .5“ .3“
Avg age, mo 1.3 .4° . l a .5“ .5“ .1“
*A11 coefficients were significant (P c . O l ), except a(P > .05) and *3(P<.05) .
2Descriptions of pricing models are found in Table 7.
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The higher percentages for fat and protein production suggests silage may have 
been more important to fat and protein yield than to milk yield. Coefficients for 
PV in Table 12 seem to confirm this. Silage coefficients in Models 3 and 4 were 
both .013 as compared to .010 in Model 2. This means extra revenue of $.003 for 
each kilogram of silage fed per day per cow under MCP plans (Models 3 and 4) 
than under present system Model 2. Models 5 and 6 had a smaller revenue 
increase associated with a unit increase in silage, perhaps because these two sys­
tems lowered the premium paid for fat.
Cragle et al. (12) calculated IOFC for cows fed 59% and 49% concentrate for 
milk pricing plans similar to Models 2, 3, and 4 in the current study. Cows fed the 
higher concentrate level returned a higher IOFC under all pricing systems. Pro­
duct value and IOFC were the same for all models except they were higher under 
the end product pricing for cheese systems which is similar to Model 4 in the 
current study. This differs from the current study in that IOFC and PV (Tables 4 
and 5) were lower using the cheese pricing formula (Model 4) than all other pric­
ing plans.
Rankings of variables by the absolute value of standard partial regression 
coefficients are presented in Tables 16, 17, and 18. These rankings can be 
observed in the percent sum Tables 13, 14, and 15, but the ranking provides addi­
tional perspective. Of all 18 variables, the feeding variables concentrate, pasture 
quality, dry forage, and silage ranked 3, 5, 7, and 8, respectively in regression on 
protein yield. Dry forage ranked second in all IOFC models and much lower in 
PV models. Concentrate ranked fourth in IOFC Models 1, 2, and 6, increased 
rank to three in Models 3 and 4, and dropped to sixth rank in Model 5. Pasture
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TABLE 15. Percent of the sum of all absolute standard partial regression
coefficients1 contributed by production variables with product value as depen­
dent variables.
Model2
Production variable 1 2 3 4 5 6
(% of sum)
Cows in milk, % 27.2 28.4 29.7 30.6 28.4 29.9
Cows in breed, herd, % 12.2 12.6 12.3 11.6 13.9 13.0
Avg BW, kg 10.7 11.9 9.1 9.3 12.0 9.7
Avg d open/total herd 10.1 10.2 7.5 7.1 11.3 7.8
Avg conc., kg 10.1 9.3 9.2 9.0 9.3 9.7
Avg pasture quality 7.8 7.4 6.9 7.1 7.7 7.9
Poss. breed, serv., % 2.9 2.5 2.6 l . l a 2.3 -> 'j4m .*■
Avg serv. sire PD$ 3.1 2.9 2.2 1.9 2.6 1.6
Avg dry forage, kg 2.7 2.5 4.7 5.1 2.9 5.2
1st breed, concep. rate 1.4 2.9 1.5 2.1 2.7 .8a
Avg silage, kg 4.8 3.8 5.2 5.8 1.9 3.5
Avg n breed./preg. cows 2.7 1.6 2.3 2.7 1.5 2.3
Avg d dry 1.5 l . l b .9a . l a 1.2 .5a
Cows culled invol., % 1.5 1.7 2.9 2.9 1.5 2.4
Breed./concep., n 3a 2a 2b 1.2a .2a '6bAvg d to 1st breeding .02a .4a 1.2 1.2a .5a 1.3
Cows culled, % .2a .3a .9a .5a . la .8a
Avg age, mo .8a 2a ,7a .2° ,02a .9a
*A1I coefficients were significant (P < .01 ) t except a(P>.05)  and b (P< .05).
d e s c r ip tio n s  of pricing models are found in Table 7.
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TABLE 16. Rankings of production variables by absolute value of standard par­
tial regression coefficients1 for milk, fat, and protein yields2 for Louisiana Hol­
stein herds on DHIA.3
Dependent variable
Production variable Milk Fat Protein
j_
Cows in milk, % 1 1 1
Cows in breed, herd, % 2 4 2
Avg BW, kg 3 2 4
Avg d open/total herd 4 5 6
Avg conc., kg 5 3 3
Avg pasture quality 6 6 5
Poss. breed, serv., % 7 9 9
Avg serv. sire PD$ 8 8 11
Avg dry forage, kg 9 12 7
1st breed, concep. rate 10 10 18®
Avg silage, kg 11 7 8
Avg n breed./preg. cows 12 11 12
Avg d dry 13 14 16®
Cows culled invol., % 14 13h 10B reed./concep., n 15 15 17®
Avg d to 1st breeding 16a 18a 14®
Cows culled, % 17a 17® 13®
Avg age, mo 18a 16® 15®
1 All coefficients were significant (P<.01), except a(P>.05) and P<.05).
2Original measures were monthly herd average yields in kilograms per 
day per cow.
3DHIA -  Dairy Herd Improvement Association.
TABLE 17. Rankings of production variables by absolute value of standard par­
tial regression coefficients1 for income over feed cost2 pricing models for Louisi­
ana Holstein herds on DHIA.3
Model4
Production variable_________ 1________ 2________ 3________ 4________ 5______6
---------------------------- (rank)---------------------------------
Cows in milk, %
Cows in breed, herd, %
Avg BW, kg
Avg d open/total herd
Avg conc., kg
Avg pasture quality
Poss. breed, serv., %
Avg serv. sire PD$
Avg dry forage, kg 
1st breed, concep. rate 
Avg silage, kg 
Avg n breed./preg. cows 
Avg d dry
Cows culled invol., % 
Breed./concep., n 






































:A11 coefficients were significant (Pc.Ol), except a(P>.05) and P<.05). 
2Income over feed cost measured $/d per cow.
3D H IA  -  Dairy H erd Improvem ent A ssociation.
4Descriptions of pricing models are found in Table 7.
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TABLE 18. Rankings of production variables by absolute value of standard par­
tial regression coefficients1 for product value2 pricing models for Louisiana Hol­
stein herds on DHIA.3
Model4
Production variable 1 2 3 4 5 6
Cows in milk, % 1 1 1 1 1 1
Cows in breed, herd, % 2 2 2 2 2 2
Avg BW, kg 3 3 4 3 3 3
Avg d open/total herd 5 4 5 5 4 6
Avg cone., kg 4 5 3 4 5 4
Avg pasture quality 6 6 6 6 6 5
Poss. breed serv., % 9 10 10 15° 10 11
Avg serv. sire PD$ 8 8 12 12 9 12
Avg dry forage, kg 11 11 8 8 7 7
1st breed, concep. rate 14 9 13 11 8 15a
Avg silage, kg 7 7 7 7 11 8
Avg n breed./preg. cows 10 13h 11 10 13 10Avg d dry 12 14 16a 16a 14 18a
Cows culled invol., % 13 12 9 9 12 9
Breed./concep., n 16a 17a 18a 14a 16a 17bAvg d to 1st breeding 18a 15a 14 13a 15a 13
Cows culled, % 17a 16a 15a 17a 17° 16a
Avg age, mo 15a 18a 17a 18a 18a 14a
3 All coefficients were significant (P<,01), except &(P>,05) and P<.05).
2Product value measured in dollars $/d per cow.
3DHIA -  Dairy Herd Improvement Association,
d esc rip tio n s  of pricing models are found in Table 7.
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quality ranked seventh in all IOFC models except when it dropped to eighth in 
Model 5. Silage moved up to rank 7 from 8 in the other IOFC models.
Of the four feeding variables regressed on IOFC, the only increases occurred 
for silage in Models 3 and 4, and for concentrate and pasture quality in Model 5 
compared to the present pricing system represented in Model 2. Compared to 
present pricing (Model 2), relative importance of the concentrate variable in con­
tributing to IOFC increased for Great Basin Pricing (Model 3), cheese formula 
pricing (Model 4) and reduced fat differential with protein differential pricing 
(Model 6). Relative importance of dry forage increased in Models 3, 4, and 6. 
Because of the negative coefficients for dry forage, increased dry forage had a 
greater negative effect on IOFC in Models 3, 4, and 6. Silage increased in impor­
tance in Models 5 and 6, perhaps because the feed price, energy content, and 
forage content were appropriate to reduced fat differentials in Models 5 and 6.
The results suggest that under Louisiana conditions, an appropriate feeding 
response to MCP may be to increase the concentrate to roughage ratio compared 
to present levels. However, in all IOFC models, all feeding variables were nega­
tive except pasture quality. This may suggest improving IOFC by increasing pas­
ture quality under all pricing scenarios, although pasture quality does lose slightly 
in importance under MCP. The accuracy of pasture costs entering the feed cost 
data set is not known and this could be a confounding factor.
Calving Interval Variables in Regressions
Days Open, Days Dry, Days to First Breeding
Days open (DO) averaged 141.8 and had a negative association with milk, fat, 
and protein yields (Table 10) with values of -.025, -.0006 and -.0005, respectively.
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Days dry (DD) averaged 73.9 and had a positive association with milk and fat 
yield indicating one additional dry day was related to $.007 and $.0002 increase in 
IOFC, respectively. Regression of DD on protein yield was nonsignificant. 
Coefficients for days to first breeding (DFB) were all non-significant (Pc.O l). 
Mean value for DD was 73.9 d and for DFB, 82.6 d. Days open contribution to 
milk, fat, and protein yields were 10.5, 7.8, and 6.9%, respectively (Table 13). 
This means that 10.5% of the influence of all 18 production variables on milk yield 
was accounted for by DO.
One possible explanation for the lower association of DO with protein than 
with milk yield or fat yield is protein yield is more persistent than fat yield in all 
lactations, and protein yield is more persistent than milk yield in the first lactation 
(41).
Results of pricing models agreed with the lowered DO association with pro­
tein. All regression coefficients for DO in Tables 11 and 12 were negative. 
Income over feed cost Models 3, 4, and 6 were less negative than Model 2 due to 
their incorporation of the more persistent protein values in the pricing formulas. 
For example, in the present pricing system of Model 2, one additional DO is asso­
ciated with a decrease in IOFC per day per cow of $.008. For Model 4 which uses 
explicit fat and protein yields in a cheese pricing formula, the loss of IOFC for 
one day increase in DO was $.005. Days open were not penalized as much in 
MCP plans as in the present MFP plan.
Coefficients in the IOFC models give the cost of an additional day open and 
values for the current study were very low compared to other studies. Schmidt 
(68) found 13 mo Cl had about the same income over feed and variable cost as 12
mo Cl. Among three milk prices and culling at four different ages, the highest 
loss measured in going to 14 mo Cl was $.60 / d per cow and in going to 15 mo the 
highest loss was $.54. Holmann et al. (35) simulated Texas Holstein production 
and at 5900 kg milk yield per lactation, found a loss of $.04 in going from 13 to 15 
mo Cl. Even though methodology was different, this result compares closely with 
the current study. Assumptions made for the Texas study seem valid for the 
Louisiana herds in the current study and Cl and milk yield were comparable. 
Herds in the current study had an average DO of 141.8 (Table 4), plus a standard 
280 d gestation length gave an approximate Cl of 422 d, or about 14 mo. Subtract­
ing the average DD of 74, gave an approximate d in milk of 348. Multiply this by 
16.5 kg average milk yield per day per cow and the lactation yield for the Louisi­
ana study was approximately 5742 kg.
Model 5 with a lower fat differential, and no protein pricing penalized DO 
more than present pricing. This assessment of regression coefficients was rein­
forced in Tables 14 and 17 where percent sum of standard partial regression 
coefficients were lower and ranking decreased for DO in Models 3, 4, and 6 and 
increased in Model 5 compared to Model 2.
Days dry was the same in IOFC Model 5 as in Model 2 (Table 11) and 
nonsignificant in Models 3, 4, and 6. Average DFB increased percentage and rank 
when ordered by absolute value of standard partial regression coefficients (Tables 
14 and 17) in Models 3, 4, 5 and 6. Original regression coefficients for association 
of DFB with IOFC (Table 11) were $.001 for all models showing no apparent 
change among models. The percent sum from Table 14, however, indicated a 
shift similar to the results for DO. This was expected because of the high
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phenotypic correlation between DO and DFB, .56 in (80) and .45 in (53). The 
conclusion drawn from examining DO, DD, and DFB is that current values on the 
average are congruent with the mix of variables at work in Louisiana herds, and 
little is lost in IOFC operating at the averages. Given an MCP system comparable 
to those modeled here, a very slight advantage may accrue to fertility management 
compared to present pricing.
Measures of Breeding Efficiency
Percent possible breedings serviced is a measure of estrus detection 
effectiveness in a herd. Mean value for herds in this study was 33.7%, much lower 
than the desired 70%. Regression coefficients of the variables against milk, fat 
and protein yield were .012, .0004, and .0004, respectively. The positive sign 
means that increased percent was associated with increased yields. This was 
expected especially in view of the low percent of possible breedings serviced in the 
study. Percent sum values were 3.2, 3.3, and 3.6 (Table 13) for milk, fat, and pro­
tein yield, suggesting the variable may be more important for component yield 
than for milk yield. However, the variable ranked seventh for milk yield and 
ninth for fat and protein yield.
Regression coefficients were highly significant (Pc.01) except for PV Model 6 
(Pc.05) and IOFC Model 4 (NS). Values for PV and IOFC were similar and 
reflected little direct association with feed costs. Coefficients for IOFC Models 3 
and 6 were lower than Model 2. Percent sums (Table 14) and ranking of relative 
importance (Table 17) were lower in IOFC Models 3, 5, and 6 than Model 2. This 
suggests that when examined independently of other variables, percent possible 
breedings serviced was slightly less important in the MCP models than with present
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pricing. First breeding conception rate (CR) for the past 12 mo averaged 51.2% in 
this study. This value seems low especially since the average number breedings for 
pregnant cows (S/C) was 1.8. According to Grusenmeyer and Hillers (27), this 
translates into an overall herd conception rate of 54 to 57%. Generally C’R is 
expected to be higher than S/C (46).
First breeding conception rate was highly significant (P<01) when regressed 
with milk and fat yield and signs were negative. The coefficient for protein yield 
was not significantly different from 0.
The negative signs are interesting because they imply that increased concep­
tion rate was associated with a decrease in milk and fat yield. This result agrees 
with Faust et al. (21) where Holstein cows had a phenotypic correlation of -.216 
for CR and FCM. Days in milk at first breeding had a phenotypic correlation of 
.18 and .15 with FCM (49). Hermas et al. (31) found DFB correlation with 
mature-equivalent (ME) milk and ME fat yields to be .20 and .18, respectively. 
This implied that days in milk had a moderate positive relationship with yields. 
Apparently, if fewer cows conceived at the first breeding, yields were increased.
Percent sums of absolute standard partial regression coefficients for CR on 
milk, fat, and protein yields were 2.4, 3.2, and .6, respectively. Ranking for milk 
and fat yield was 10, and 18 for protein yield. Apparently, higher CR was not as 
detrimental to protein as to milk and fat yield. Accordingly, in IOFC and PV 
Models 3, 4, 5, and 6, relative importance and variable rank decreased from 
Model 2. The implication was that under MCP early conception may not be 
penalized as much as it was under the present pricing system.
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Average number of breedings for pregnant cows averaged an adequate 1.8 in 
Louisiana Holstein herds in the study. Multiple regression coefficients for milk, 
fat, and protein yields were .175, .007, and .008, respectively. Rank according to 
percent sum of absolute standard partial regression coefficients was 12 for milk 
and protein and 11 for fat. Percent sums were 1.8, 2.2, and 1.9, respectively for 
milk, fat, and protein implying S/C was slightly more important to fat yield than to 
milk and protein yield. In IOFC and PV Models 3, 4, and 6, S/C ranked higher 
than Model 2. Product value Model 5 was ranked the same as Model 2. The 
regression coefficients for IOFC (Table 11) and PV (Table 12) models present a 
clear pattern that coincides with the importance of S/C to fat and protein yield. 
The coefficients were all positive and higher in Models 3, 4, and 6, and lower in 
Model 5 compared to Model 2. Multiple component pricing Models 3, 4, and 6 
emphasized fat and protein yield resulting in the higher values, and coinciding with 
the stronger association of S/C with fat and protein than milk yield.
In Model 4, S/C had the highest association with IOFC of $.087 increase for 
an increase of one breeding. With a mean of 1.8 S/C and a standard deviation of 
0.87, a change of 1 S/C would be drastic and only fractional changes are likely. 
This explains why though the coefficients are among the largest in the data set, the 
variable was rather low on the ranking scale. The results for S/C coincide with 
the finding (62) that phenotypic correlation of S/C with breed class average milk 
was .01, .02, and .01, and S/C correlation with breed class average fat was .01, 
.04, and .04 in the first lactations. Wheras the values were low, they were 2 to 4 
times larger for fat in second and third lactations.
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The number of breedings per conception for the past 12 mo (NBC) averaged 
2.2 with a standard deviation of .67. Coefficients for regression on yield were 
-.183, -.006, and -.003 (NS) for milk, fat, and protein. Corresponding percent 
sums of absolute standard partial regression coefficients were 1.3, 1.2, and .8 
(NS). Ranking for milk and fat was 15, and 17 for protein. For IOFC models the 
only one that was significant (P<.05) was Model 4 with a coefficient of .055. This 
result coincides with S/C findings discussed above where the variable was most 
responsive in Model 4, which prices milk using a cheese formula with explicit 
yields and values for fat and protein.
Results for the breeding efficiency variables provided the same general 
impressions and also corresponded to results of the DO variable. Delaying breed­
ing time from the average was not as costly in this study as in several previous stu­
dies. Delaying breeding under MCP plans may not penalize and may even 
enhance profitability compared to present pricing.
Management Variables in Regressions
Average Service Sire Predicted Difference Dollars
The mean predicted difference dollars (PD$) of the herds in the study was 
$110.30 with a standard deviation of $36.40. Regression coefficients for the vari­
able were .006, .0002, and .0001 for milk, fat, and protein yield, respectively. Per­
cent sums of absolute standard partial regression coefficients were 3.1, 3.9, and 2.1 
and rankings were 8, 8, and 11 for milk, fat, and protein. It was expected that the 
variable would be more important to milk and fat than protein. Even though PD$ 
is a predictor of future genetic progress, it also follows that producers using high 
PD$ sires have probably used them in the past. Their herds would have had
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genetic pressure exerted for milk and fat production rather than for protein pro­
duction because PD$ was an index that used milk and fat yields and prices for cal­
culation.
Regression coefficients for average service sire PD$ were .001 for IOFC 
Models 2 and 5 and not significantly different from zero for Models 3, 4, and 6. 
Coefficients for PV Model 2 were .002 and .001 for Models 3, 4, 5, and 6. For PV 
models the variable was ranked 8 in Model 2, 9 in Model 5, and 12 in Models 3, 4, 
and 6. This was expected in view of the lower importance of the variables associa­
tion with protein yield.
If MCP became a reality the variable, average service sire PD$, would no 
longer be an appropriate measure with which to select sires. An index incorporat­
ing value of protein according to the pricing plan in use would be used.
Percent Cows in Milk
The mean percent cows in milk for the study was 84.3%. Percent cows in 
milk had positive, highly significant (Pc.O l) coefficients for milk, fat, and protein 
yield. One percent increase in percent cows in milk was associated with an 
increase of .191 kg milk yield and .006 kg increase in fat and protein yield. 
Regression coefficients for pricing models followed the same pattern as for percent 
cows in the breeding herd. The coefficients were larger for Models 3, 5, and t> 
and smaller for Model 4. The variable ranked first in all yield and pricing models.
Percent cows in milk is related to dry period length, reproductive efficiency 
and herd management. Shorter dry periods may be reflective of shorter DO and 
shorter, more persistent, lactations. The effect of management was probably large 
because many variables must be manipulated effectively to achieve a high percent
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cows in milk. Percent cows in milk was at least as important under MPC systems 
as with the present pricing.
Percent Cows in Breeding Herd
Mean percent cows in the breeding herd as shown in Table 4 was 65.5% and 
the standard deviation was 18.5. Regression coefficients for percent cows in the 
breeding herd were .044, .001, and .001 for milk, fat, and protein yield, respec­
tively. The importance of this summary type measure is evident in Tables 13 and 
16. Percent sum of absolute standard partial regression coefficients were 12.6, 9.0, 
and 11.0. for milk, fat, and protein, respectively. The variable ranked second in 
influence on milk and protein yield and fourth for fat, even though the regression 
coefficients for fat and protein were the same. The regression coefficients for the 
pricing models were positive and exactly the same in IOFC (Table 11) and PV 
(Table 12) models except in Model 1. In PV models the variable ranked second 
for all models. In IOFC models the variable was third except in Models 3 and 4 it 
was fourth.
Coefficients for IOFC Models 5 and 6 were higher and the coefficient for 
Model 4 was tower than for Model 2. One explanation for these results is the 
lowered ranking for fat yield. Models 5 and 6 deemphasize fat and either directly 
or indirectly put more emphasis on protein. If the percent cows in the breeding 
herd favor protein over fat yield it would tend to favor Models 5 and 6. Model 3 
had the same coefficient as Model 2 and ranked lower than Model 2. Model 4 
may have dropped because it placed all the value on fat and protein and gave no 




Mean BW for cows in herds in the data set was 529 kg and standard deviation 
was 36,2. Regression coefficients for BW with milk, fat, and protein yields were 
.022 and .0007, and .0006, respectively. Percent sum of absolute standard partial 
regression coefficients were 11.4, 11.1 and 9.4 and rank was 3, 2, and 4 for milk, 
fat and protein, respectively. These results imply that BW is relatively more 
important to milk and fat yield than to protein yields.
Coefficients for IOFC were .006 for Models 2, 3, and 6, .005 for Model 4, 
and .007 for Model 5. They were the same for corresponding PV models except 
Model 2 was .007, Income over feed cost and PV Models 3, 4, and 6 had lower 
percent sum of absolute standard partial regression coefficients than the 
corresponding Model 2. Model 5 was slightly higher than Model 2 for PV and 
slightly lower than Model 2 for IOFC. Rankings for BW within IOFC Model 2 
were sixth, and fifth for the other models. Rankings for PV models was third for 
all except Model 3, in which BW ranked fourth.
The lesser importance of BW to protein yield lowered the importance of BW 
in MCP models, especially Models 3, 4, and 6. This implies that average BW was 
not as positively associated with protein yield as milk or fat yield. Under MCP 
lighter cows would be penalized less than under the current MFP system.
Percent Cows Culled Involuntarily
Mean percent cows culled involuntarily was 20% for herds in the data set. 
Regression coefficients were .009, .0004, and .0007 for milk, fat, and protein yield, 
respectively. Percent sum of absolute standard partial regression coefficients were 
1.3, 1.9, and 2,8, and rankings were 14, 13, and 10 for milk, fat, and protein yield,
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respectively. Increasing involuntary culling percent was associated with a greater 
increase in protein yield than milk or fat yield.
Regression coefficients for models were significant (P<.05) except for IOFC 
Models 1 and 5. In both pricing models, coefficients for Models 3, 4, and 6 were 
doubled or more compared to Model 2. The percent sum values had the same 
implication. The rankings for IOFC were 14 in Model 2, 15 in Model 5, and 
increased to ninth place in Models 3, 4, and 6. In PV models rankings went from 
12 in Model 2 to 9 in Models 3, 4, and 6. These results provide a strong implica­
tion that higher percent involuntary culling favors protein production more than 
milk and fat production. Usually, it is desired to have low culling for involuntary 
reasons. One explanation for these results is that herds with lower culling rates 
had problems that warranted culling but the culling option was not exercised. One 
example that may contribute to the protein effect is culling fcr mastitis. Mastitis 
lowers protein so when involuntary culling of mastitic cows increased, the protein 
yield increased.
Under MCP plans involuntary culling would be more critical and greater 
attention would be warranted than under present milk pricing.
Percent Cows Culled
Mean percent cows culled for the study was 28.2% and standard deviation 
was 16.7. Regression coefficients for all yield and pricing models were non­
significant (P<.05) except IOFC Model 6 which had a coefficient of -.001. This 
implied a one percent increase in culling rate was associated with a decrease of 
$.001 in IOFC. Rankings were only slightly changed and are unreliable, and this 
variable was next to last in importance. Involuntary culling generally would make
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up the biggest proportion of total culling. Most of the variation in culling may 
have been removed by the involuntary culling variables or the herd class variable 
or both.
Average Age
Average cow age for herds in the data base for this study was 53 mo with a 
standard deviation of 7.8. Average age was not significant (P<.05) in all yield and 
pricing regressions except for IOFC Model 1 where the coefficient was .004. This 
meant that one month increase in average age was associated with $.004 increase 
in IOFC. This contrasted with the negative overall correlation observed by McGil- 
liard et al. (51) The percent sums of absolute standard partial regression 
coefficients were calculated for nonsignificant variables and the ranking placed 
average cow age last in the group of 18 production variables. The result may 
reflect a great homogeneity of age among herds or any variability due to age was 
absorbed by the herd variable or both.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The objectives of this study were to examine production variables and their 
relationships to milk and milk component production, to examine the effects of 
alternative milk component pricing systems on product value (PV) and income 
over feed cost (IOFC), and to establish the relationships between PV and IOFC 
pricing plans and production variables in Louisiana Holstein herds on DHIA. 
Potential herd management changes under alternative plans were also studied. 
Production variables were 18 production measurements categorized as feeding, 
breeding, or management factors, that are routinely collected by the DHIA herd 
testing program.
Multiple linear regression models with herd, year, and month as class vari­
ables, the 18 production variables as independent variables, and milk, fat, protein, 
six PV pricing formulas, and six IOFC pricing formulas as dependent variables 
were used. Regression coefficients, percent sums of all absolute partial regression 
coefficients, and rankings of production variables by absolute value of standard 
partial regression coefficients were examined for potential management changes 
indicated by the proposed pricing models. Results of pricing systems on PV and 
IOFC were studied for their potential economic impact on Louisiana milk produc­
ers.
There was a common concern that Holstein herds would lose income as a 
group under any multiple component pricing system (MCP) compared to present 
pricing. Increased use of MCP in selected markets and recent discussion of MCP 
being incorporated into Federal milk marketing orders led to this study.
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Of the four alternative pricing plans studied, three were MCP plans that were 
currently in use in some markets in the United States and one was a reduced fat 
differential plan nearly identical to a plan implemented January 1, 1991 in FMMO. 
The pricing plans in order of the highest PV and IOFC were the reduced fat 
differential with protein differential plan, the reduced fat differential plan, the 
Great Basin FMMO plan, the current milk yield-fat differential plan, and the 
cheese formula pricing plan. The only pricing system studied that would produce 
less income for Louisiana producers than current pricing was the cheese formula 
pricing system, and that pricing plan was not recommended as advantageous for 
Louisiana producers. Under the other three alternate plans, some producers 
would likely gain income and some would likely lose, but on average Louisiana 
producer would fare better than under current milk yield-fat differential pricing.
The results of the feeding variables suggested that feeding less dry forage and 
more silage would be advantageous under MCP. Higher pasture quality and more 
concentrate feeding may produce lower income under MCP compared to milk 
yield-fat differential pricing.
Of the calving interval variables, days open (DO), days dry (DD), and days to 
first breeding (DFB), only DO was significant in all models. Days open was nega­
tively associated with IOFC and PV, and IOFC and PV were not penalized as 
much by increased DO in MCP as under present pricing.
Percent possible breedings serviced was slightly less important in MCP models 
than with present pricing. Higher first breeding conception (CR) rate may not be 
as costly with MCP pricing as with present pricing. Number of breedings for preg­
nant cows (S/C) had a stronger association with fat and protein yield than with
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milk yield and had a higher positive association with PV and IOFC in MCP models 
than with present pricing. The number of breedings per conception (NBC) was 
nonsignificant (P<,&5) in all pricing models except IOFC Model 4. The breeding 
efficiency variables may not penalize as much and may even enhance PV and 
IOFC in MCP plans compared to the present milk pricing system.
Predicted difference dollars was associated with present pricing and lowered 
fat differential pricing but was not associated with the MCP pricing plans. Percent 
cows in milk was the most influential production variable in accounting for depen­
dent variable levels in all 15 regression models. A multitude of factors may 
influence percent cows in milk, including some that were explicitly modeled. Per­
cent cows in the breeding herd was a summary measure that ranked second in all 
PV models and in the milk and protein models. The variable was less influential 
in the fat model and in IOFC Models 3 and 4. Association with cheese formula 
pricing was lower than with present pricing.
Average body weight (BW) was not as positively associated with protein yield 
as with milk or fat yield. Lighter cows would be penalized less under MCP than 
under current pricing. Higher percent involuntary culling favored protein produc­
tion more than milk and fat production. Involuntary culling would be more 
important under MCP than under present milk pricing. Percent cows culled and 
average age were nonsignificant in most models.
The results of this study indicated that Louisiana milk producers could have 
higher incomes under various MCP plans. The study also gave indication of how 
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